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Chapter I
Purpose and Scope
The study of forms in use in the Massachusetts Divi-
sion of Child Guardianship is a part of a study of the
policy and procedure of the department,. The need for a
study of the Division as part of the study of policy and
procedure was evident in 1936 when the Social Security Act
was enacted. In 1937 a study of the Division of Aid and
Relief of the Massachus et ts Department of Public Welfare
was made to harmonize the practices of Massachusetts with
those of the federal government, under agreement between
the governor, the Social Security Board, and the Department. 1
A study of the Division of Child Guardianship was not under-
taken at that time because the care of dependent, neglected
and delinquoit children in Massachusetts was not affected
by the Social Security Act. It was not until 1940 that
the study, financed by private grants, was begun,
Abigail T. Brownell was recommended to the director
of the Division of Child Guardianship by the Children’s
Bureau to make a study of the needs of the Division. This
study which was undertaken in the summer of 1940 was limit-
ed to the structure and resources of the agency in rela-
tion to the volume of its work. 2 Miss Brownell did not go
into policy and proce&ire because she thought such a study
1 Haber Study, January 24, 1938.
2 Brownell Report, 1940.
<
would be an extravagance until certain changes had been
made in the structure, and personnel had been added.
In the fall of 1943 a sufficient number of changes
had been made to make the director and the commissioner
believe that it would no longer be an extravagance to pro-
ject the study of the department into the area of policy
and procedure of the Division of Child Guardianship. Miss
Barbara Wallaoe came to the Division as a coordinator of
the undertaking.
The purpose of the study is two-fold; first, to clar-
ify policy and procedure, and out of this to develop a man-
ual; and second, to promote staff development by dividing
the staff into committees to study the various aspects of
the work of the Division. It was evident that the staff
itself which consisted of 167 employees not only was versed
in the policies and procedure of the department, but also
actually had developed much of it. However, because of the
size of the agency and its multiple functions, uniform
understandirg of the policies and procedures was impossible.
Supervisors’ meetings were held to study the possibil-
ities inherent in the undertaking, to outline a method of
procedure, ani to set up the committees. It was understood
that the supervisors would not serve on the individual com-
mittees. Instead, they formed the editorial committee to
which all committees reported through the coordinator.
o f r . v
.
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The study was broken down into work for nineteen com-
mittees, The Intake Committee with five subsidiary commit-
tees, Committee on Division of Child Guardianship Responsi-
bility, Committee on Work with the Child, Committee on
Dependent Intake, Committee on Neglect Intake, and Committee
on Delinquent Intake, covered the entire subject of Intake.
The Committee on Supervision of the Child in Care with four
subsidiary committees, the Committee on Preparation of the
Childr the Committee on Relocations and Transfers, the Com-
mittee on Adjustment in the Foster Home, and the Committee
on Adjustment in the Community, studied the aspects of
supervision* Committees on Homefinding, Court Adoptions,
Licensing, Crippled Children, Child Welfare Services, and
Forms, studied the policies and functions of the special-
ized services assigned to them.
Membership for all the committees with the exception
of the committees on Court Adoptions, Licensing, Crippled
Children
,
and Child Welfare Services, each of which is a
specialized service, was made up of a cross-section of the
department. Each individual examined policies and proce-
dures for the first time in a close relationship with per-
sons in the Division of Child Guardianship who were doing
a completely different kind of work. Nurses worked with
court officers, receptionists with workers assigned to
rehabilitating children in their own homes, and visitors

to children with intake worke rs. As each committee
thrashed out differences not only of opinion but also of
understanding and i nterpretati on of policy and procedure,
resolved these differences, or referred them to the super-
visors 1 committee, it ms hoped that the individual members
would realize that differences in other areas would also be
resolved.
Seventy-six staff members which included the entire
case work personnel woiked on the nineteen committees. One
member served on four committees, cue cn three committees,
and nine on two committees. The study was made by the
staff itself, with staff chairmen. Only two exceptions
were made in the make -up of the committees: the supervisor
of Homefinding was chairman of the Home finding Committee;
and the writer, also a supervisor, was the chairman of the
Form Committee, The director, assistant director, and the
eleven supervisors, together with the coordinator, worked
on the referrals and reviews of policies and procedures as
they came from the committees. Eighty-nine individuals
took official part in the project. In addition, secretar-
ies, clerks and stenographers offered suggestions and
assistance.
On June 30, 1944, a chart of the Staff Organization
for the Manual was circulated (Chart 1, page 5). Eleven
committees began work immediately. These were the Commit-
-.
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tees on Division of Child Guardian 3iip Responsibility, Work
with the Child, Dependent Intake, Neglect Intake, Delinquent
Intake, Reception, The Child’s Family, Homefinding, Court
Adoptions, Licensing, and Crippled Children. Two committees,
Intake and Supervision, had already suspended their meet-
ings. Six committees, Preparaticn for Placement, Reloca-
tion, Adjustment in Foster Home, Adjustment in the Commun-
ity, and Forms, began as soon as some of the work of the
other committees was completed and the coordinator was
available for meetings. The chart was given to the staff
to help them select the appropriate committee member’s
"ear" for their thoughts on policy and procedure.
As time went cn the committee of supervisors read,
criticized, and edited hie manual material. The final man-
uscript was edited by the director and the assistant direc-
tor in conference with the coordinator.

Chapter II
The Situation Whi ch Faced the Committee
It was as impossible to make a complete count of the
forms used oy the Division of Child Guardianship for the
care of children as it would be to count rabbits in a
burrow, for new forms continued to be made without authori-
ty and without the knowledge of the committee. Old ones
used by a few individuals were slow in reaching the commit-
tee. It was equally impossible to instill a sense of respon-
sibility for forms. Each unit of t he Division of Child
Guardianship functioned in its own field, created the forms
it needed and used them, or created a form, found it inade-
quate, but allowed it to exist a useless tool. Except for
the few forms that were known to all workers, the forms
could not be identified except by workers of the unit using
them. Many forms were as unfamiliar to certain workers as
forms used outside the agenqr. Examples of the separate-
ness of the units follow.
(1) The two units of Intake, Investigation and Court
Workers, used four different work sheets, and the court
workers themselves had three different work sheets.
(2) Reimbursement for clothing and incidentals for
children was handled on nine different forms, depending on
the age of the child, type of fbster home, or timing of
reimbursement
.

(3) Seventeen indices list the children in care, or
families known to the Division of Child Guardianship, Yet
no index is a complete listing. Historical material going
back to the State Primary School, has been moved to the
archives in the office of the Secretary of State, Early
records of the Lyman School, Industrial School for Boys at
Shirley, and Industrial School for Girls at Lancaster have
been sent to the Division of Juvenile Training, Remnants
of these records and their indices are still available but
are incomplete. The master file installed in 1911 and
called the aquarium because it was viewed under glass,
apparently was a complete file of the active cases on hand
in 1911, and has been kept up to date to the present. But
the file which has a glass ceiling and a glass side, has no
bottom. Entries are slips one fourth of an inch wide by
six inches long, and are inserted in panels. These have
grown old and fragile, and many have dropped out to be lost
in the sweepings, so that supplementary files have been
kept by various units, such as adoption, investigation, and
child placing, not only as a convenience but also as an
insurance against losses in the Master Index,
Probably the most important form used by the Division
of Child Guardianship is the relocation. This foxm which
is made in duplicate, with a stub retained by the marker,
is the basis for board payment to foster mothers, the basis

for statistics, and the source of infonnation as to the
whereabouts of the child at all times, besides being the
source for the geographical index of foster mothers. Yet
the set-up of the form was so inadequate that each worker
interpreted the headings in his own way. Four types of
placement were indicated: board and clothing; clothing only;
free; and wage. But at least eight types of placement were
possible: board and clothing; clothing only; board only;
free on trial for adoption; free not on trial for adoption;
free - work home; wage - work home; and independent - girl
paying board from her wages. As the age of the child was
given, together with other data, it was possible to guess
the type of placement from the constellation of facts on the
relocation with a limited degree of accuracy.
On the statistical forms it was possible to trace old
functions of the Department of Public Welfare in the itans
which appeared. The monthly count required a listing of
children in state sanatoria because the sanatoria were under
the old State Board of Charity until 1920. Since the sana-
toria each submitted a monthly count, children would be
counted twice unless tne Division of Child Guardianship
listed the children under its care in them, so that the
statistician could subtract the figure from the grand total.
The same situation existed for children at Tewksbury State
Hospital and Infirmary and at the Massachusetts Hospital
.1
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School. Statistics on "illegitimacy” or "foreign-born par-
ents" are reminiscent of days long past.
The forms on Out-of-State Liability are traceable
from the time when the first efforts were made to confine
the placement of children to Massachusetts. As the homes
located out of the state were withdrawn rrom use controls
were set up to prevent new tomes from coming into use.
One method was to refuse to pay ezpenses for a child who
was outside the Corrmonwealth
. In this way Out-of-State
Liability forms were set up, and foster mothers who took
children on vacations to foster grandparents in other states
or countries were obliged to meet emergency expenses them-
selves. Nothing in the law prevents the Division of Child
Guardianship from paying expenses for children in other
states.
Even the effect of the scarcity of stenographic ser-
vice can be seen in the forms - for fonn letters have been
used when individual letters fitting the individual situa-
tion would have been a much more friendly and a more busi-
ness-like procedure. The long hand letter from the worker
seems to have been taboo because no duplicate would be
available for the folder since the days when the "wringer"
manned by the office boy squeezed out a wet tissue carbon
of a hand-written letter.
..
Chapter III
The Committee on Forms
The Committee on Forms consisted of a nurse visitor
to infants, two visitors and guardians to boys with dis-
tricts in Eastern Massachusetts, one visitor and guardian
to boys with a district in Western Massachusetts, and the
writer, a supervisor of children and older girls. Two were
women and three were men. The two visitors and guardians
from Eastern Massachusetts were good old reactionaries
clinging to the status quo and their prerogatives as spokes-
men for the Division of Child Guar dianship at court, not
quite appreciating the need for uniformity of practice or
for a published manual. The western visitor and guardian,
on the other hand, having lived a life of isolation from
the office and having acquired his knowledge of policy and
procedure either in large doses at Men's Staff Meetings or
by trial and error, believed in a multiplicity of forms,
in creating new ones, and in discarding those old ones
which were not suited to his needs. The nurse visitor was
a conformist, trained to carry out orders with a do-or-die
exactness, who functioned within the framework of her own
sphere of activity, and knew nothing about the details of
the diverse functions of the department. The writer, aided
by the coordinator, furnished the counter-balance for the
committee. She had been a clerk, visitor to children,
.
investigator, and supervisor of children and older girls.
Thus every unit of activity of the Division of Child Guard-
ianship was represented in the membership of the committee.
Fundamental and deep-seated inter-action was possible: the
neglected versus the dependent child, court intake and the
placing problem, the western farm home versus the eastern
suburban home, old forms used throughout the office versus
new ones created for the use of one man, the profundity of
knowledge after thirty years of court experience and the
definition of legitimacy versus the social implications of
the illegitimate child of a married woman, the long pains-
taking court investigation possible in a little rural court
versus the couple of lines dashed down between cases in a
ci ty court.
The committee got down to business on July 18, 1944.
The director outlined the objectives: (1) To collect, study,
integrate and revise the forms; (2) to present recommenda-
tions for change. The chairman of the committee and the
coordinator were obliged to collect and sort the forms, so
that they were presentable to the committee in a certain
sequence, which followed roughly the activity of the depart-
ment in i ts study, reception, supervision and discharge of
ohildren in care. The forms were named, numbered and
indexed in preparation for the study. For convenience in
handling, and to prevent loss, they were pasted into two
..
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scrap books, one of which contained the forms used by the
Division of Child Guardianship in its principal function,
the care and maintenance of the children who are committed
or admitted to the care of the Department, and the second
of which contained the forms used by the Division in its
other varied functions. Scrap Book No. I became the center
around which the committee worked at every meeting.
In addition to the scrap book of Division of Child
Guardianship forms, the forms used by New Jersey and Con-
necticut public agencies were available. In special in-
stances such as the stutfr of the face sheet, specimen face
sheets from the private agencies in Boston, and the Rhode
Island face sheet were available for comparison and study.
The chairman set up an outline stating the purpose of
forms in general. This was used in the study. The outline
follows
:
A. Is the form valuable to the child?
B. Is the form valuable to the worker?
1. Is the farm valuable as a basis for the
worker* s professional growth (evaluation of
own work)?
2. Does the farm show what services are needed
and how they are being met?
3. Are clarity and accuracy possible (simpli-
city)?

4* Is information recorded when and where worker
needs it for purposes of treatment?
C. Is the form valuable to the administration of
the Division of Child Guardianship?
D. Is the form valuable for statistics?
E. Does the form show the nature of the problem
and plan for treatment?
F. Does the form show reasons for terminating
service?
G. Does the form indicate a duplication of work,
or extra machinery for the process?
H. Does the form facilitate work and allow for
evaluation by supervisor and administration?
I. Does the form provide statistics with the tools
of research?
The committee agreed at the opening meeting that the
scope of the study would be limited to those forms which
originate in the Division of Child Guardianship, and over
which the Division has the power of change. Other forms
used by the Division of Child Guardianship belong to other
agencies and the Division has no power of change. Where
great variability as in the court commitment papers occurred,
the committee recommended referral to the Massachusetts Com-
mittee on Legal Affairs.
The form committee reviewed the material presented by
..
.
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the chairman or the coordinator, tested it within the de-
partment, and recommended changes. The chairman and the
coordinator worked out the new forms, and the changes in the
old ones. The chairman brought to the meeting the agenda,
and the coordinator brought suggestions and criticisms from
other committees.
The committee met twice a month until April, 1945.
At each meeting an agenda was prepared and specimen forms
were drawn up for review or criticism. Forms were compared
with proposed new ones. Committeemen circulated trial
forms among the staff members between meetirgs
,
or tried
them out themselves. Every individual form was scrutinized
by the committee. Changes and revisions were limited to
those 'Chat could be assimilated at the present. Forms have
been named to suit their uses, and numbered for ease in
finding them on the charts. Additional changes have been
recommended for later revision.
.
Chapter IV
The Work Sheet
In studying the Family Record it was evident that
changes which were necessary and obvious could not be made
until the four work sheets had been studied and revised,
and an attempt had been made to set up uniform standards
for intake study. Intake is handled by two different pro-
cedures; the court intake being the responsibility of the
visitors arrL guardians of older boys in the case of neglect-
ed children and delinquent or wayward boys, or visitors in
the units of supervision of children in the case of delin-
quent or wayward girls, and dependent intake being the
responsibility of investigators in the unit of Dependent
Intake. For the fiscal year July 1, 1944, to June 30, 1945,
dependent intake workers were responsible for 20$ of the
intake, while the court intake workers were responsible for
80$ of the intake, of whi oh approximately 70$ were committed
from busy city courts in Eastern Massachusetts.
The family history available varied with the type of
intake and the place of commitment. Where the percentage
of intake was high, family history was negligible; where
the percentage of intake was low, family history was ade-
quate. The Dependent Intake Unit provided sufficient mater-
ial for the care and treatment of the dependent children,
but Court Intake from the large cities provided so little

factual material beyond the evidence of neglect, delinquency
or waywardness, that it was impossible to begin foster home
care until a family history was obtained.
The data on the four woik sheets is listed on the
following pages, together with the type and percentage of
the intake.
The small 6” x 8” work sheet used by the Eastern
Massachusetts visitors and guardians proved to be the old-
est of the four forms. It was set up apparently for use
with delinquent children only, since much of the information
could never have applied to small children, and since delin-
quent children come separately. The form must have been in
use when the age at which a child could go to work was under
sixteen, and it was common practice to send a boy to work
at a very early age, for questions concerning employment
come before questions on education. Recidivism too must
have been common since space was allowed for the recording
of previous complaints.
On this form the family history, including the list-
ing of siblings, is limited to five lines of hand writing,
with four additional lines left far remarks. The reverse
of the form is reserved for the case history obtained as
evidence at the hearing. Twenty items appear on this work
sheet.
In spite of the fact that this form is set up for
.... .. ..
Chart 2
Size 8" x 8”
Visitor and Guardian
East 56^3
1. Name (of child)
Address
2. Age
Color
Date of Birth
Birthplace
Religion
3. Baptized
When
7/her e
4. Complaint
Allegation
Offense
5. Date of Hearing
Court
Judge
6. Living with Parents
Yes, No
If with others
Name
Relation
7. Physical Defects
Possibly mentally defective
Cigarettes
Other Tobacco
8. Employer & Occupation (of child)
Weekly 7Vage
9. School, name of
Grade and Standing
Conduct in School
10. Previous Complaints
11. Settlement
12. Disposition of Case
13.
Family History
M. S. Age Col. Rel.
14. Father
15. Mother
16. Step-father
17. Step-mother
18. Custodian
19. Other Children (boys
or gi rls )
20.
Remarks
..
delinquent and wayward commi traents it is the work sheet
used by the Eastern visitors and guardians for collecting
family history on the neglected children who come in families
and represent 56% of the total intake.
Western visitors and guardians revised this work
sheet to conform to the needs of their courts. They omit-
ted from the new fbim vfcieh is 8i n x 11 " in size, ten items,
as follows:
Living with parents
Physical defects, mentally defective, cigarettes, tobacco
Employer aid weekly wages of child
Complainant
Date of hearing
Previous congplaints
Settlement
Disposition of case
Delinquent
Neglect
They rearranged the form so that the family history came
first and the childrens history second. Sufficient space
was given to list the siblings in chronological order, with
birthdates, baptism date, school and grades of attendance.
Two items were added:
Father* s Veteran Record
Date and Place of Entry into the U. S
:
Char t 3,
Size Qin x 11"
Visitor and Guardian
West 24Jo
1.
Delinquent
2. Neglect from
3. Name
4. Address {£*&
5. Occupation
6. Religion {**£
7. Children
a*
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
Court
Father Mother
Rnrn ( Fatile rBo (Mother
ESS
««** !E«"S
Born
Baptized
School
Grade
8. Complaint
Allegation
Committed Permanently
9. Relatives
Address
Kinship
10. References
Addresses
Position
11. Father* s Veteran Record
12. To U. S.
At
On
*.
This form is used for 24$ of the Court Intake,
The Dependent Intake woikers set up their own form
to be used as a guide in obtaining a family history. This
form lists twelve items which differ slightly in arrangement
from the Western court form. For instance, separate lines
are given to religion and date and place of marriage on
the Dependent Intake form, while one line is reserved for
the information an the court form for Western Massachusetts,
The term "relatives", with sufficient space for recording,
appears on the Dependent Intake form. This form i s used
for 20$ of the total intake.
The fourth work sheet, 4" z 6", is used by women
visitors in courts where there is no wcman probation offi-
cer. This form was designed and is used for girls who are
before the cmrts on charges of delinquency. Eight items
are listed. These concern the girl herself, and include
space for the visitor’s initials. Items concerning family
history, religion, school history, or settlement history
are omitted. It is apparent that the form was set up for
statistical purposes only, and was used to measure the
activity of the visitors to children in various courts, and
not for information for a family history. The form is not
used for delinquent girls committed to the Division.
Suggest icais for items for a new work sheet came from
the staff, and reflected the thinking or the prejudices of

Chart 4,
Size 8§" i 11"
Temporary
1.
Family Name
2.
Father Mother
3.
Address
When
Address
When
4. Born Born
Where Where
5, Occupation and Income
7. When and Where Married
8* Children
g.
9* Relatives
10. References
11. Previous Addresses
12. When to U. S. and Where
6. Religion Religion
b.
c.
d.
Date and Place of Birth
Address
Bapti sm
e
f
..
, 3
-
Chart 5
Size 4” x 6"
Wpme n Visiter
s
1. Date
2 . Defendant
3. Home
4. Court
5. Charges
6. Disposition
7. Remarks
8. Visitor’s Initials

the various workers. The nurse visitors to infants suggest-
ed
Prenatal history of child
Birth weight
Birthplace in terms of hospital
Prophylaxis, type
Previous illnesses
Visitors to children suggested
Church history, including records of baptism, First Com-
munion, Confirmation
School history, including school and grade of last
attendance
Fame of alleged father for each child
Health history, including illnesses, Hospitals, and
clinics attended
Listing of siblings long enough for family of teh child-
ren
Visitors to mentally defective children suggested
Records of mental examinations, including date, place,
mental age, intelligence quotient, diagnosis
The workers in the Unit of Dependent Intake suggested an
adequate family history and administrative information.
Other workers suggested
Behavior and personality of children
Health history of parents
Mental history of parents
Behavior and personality of parents
All of the suggestions were classified and studied.
The number of items was considered in relation to the space
available on a sheet of paper 8fw x 11”. A trial work
sheet was set up and circulated among the workers for crit-
icisms, corrections and improvements. Finally the work
sheet which appears in the text, page 25, chart 6, was
e
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE - W® rMt - DIVISION OF CHILD GUARDIANSHIP
CHILDREN
Name Whereabouts Birthdate Birthplace
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
Rieli- Baptism First Communion Confirmation Per-
mitsgion Date Church Place Date Church Place Date Church Place
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
FAMILY Mother Father Other (stepparents, alleged fathers, etc.)
Name
Address
Parent of (letters)
Birthdate
Place
Entry to U. S.-date
Place
Citizenship-date
Religion/ Color / /
Marriage to
Date-place
By Whom
Status
Divorced-ct.
Custody of chn. (letters)
Education
Occupation
Employment
Wages
Social Security No.
Induction-residence
Rank, rtg., ser. no.
SETTLEMENT
TERMS OF SUPPORT
RELATIVES (name, address, relationship) OTHERS INTERESTED
ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION
Application Arraignment Hearing Continuance
Date Made By Court Type Time
Related Cases Known to D. C. G.
25 .
NAME OF HOSPITAL AT BIRTH OR M. D.
CHILDREN
HOSPITALS AND CLINICS (name, date, reason)
DISEASES date and tyi?e) IMMUNIZATION
Diphtheria Measles Mumps
Rheumatic
Fever
Scarlet
Fever
Whooping
Cough
Other Physical
Disabilities
Small Pox-Diphtheric
Whooping Cough-Tetai
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
il
MENTAL EXAMINATIONS EDUCATION
Place MA IQ Diagnosis School Town Grade Standing
REMARKS (reasons for care; important health, behavior and personality factors in parents; behavior and personality of ch
2/19/46 3-46 I
mimeographed and made available ror use on a trial basis
,
the form having received the approval of the director and
the supervisors.
The outline is designed to aid the worker in collect-
ing such vital statistics, medical information, school and
social history for each child as is needed by the Division
of Child Guardianship in his care and treatment. It i s not
expected that all facts will have been obtained at the time
that the child reaches the Division of Child Guardianship,
nor that all of the facts can be obtained for all children.
The Division of Child Guardianship believes that the study
and treatment of each child proceeds simultaneously, and
that while much of the family history will be gathered at
intake, more information will be added as the treatment of
the child progresses and the child himself proceeds from
one unit to another. In asking for the data outlined on the
form the Division of Child Guardianship recognizes its re-
sponsibility to each child to collect and preserve for him
his own family history; ror in depriving him of life in his
own family circle the courts or others have cut him off
from the opportunity to acquire this information In the
natural manner.
The form seeks factual information, much of which can
be obtained from simple questioning. There is space for
remarks or evaluation by the worker. The form does not be-
.
come part of the permanent record. The material is trans-
cribed to the face sheet, the medical record, the family-
history, and the child* s history.
The criticism of the form comes from the court workers
of Eastern Massachusetts. They agree that though the infor-
mation asked for on the form would be helpful (1) it is
impracticable to try to obtain it in the setting of the
court room; (2) it would be impossible to make pre-court
visits and investigations in busy city courts in spite of
the fact that the puxpose of the court notice sent to the
Division of Child Guardianship is to give the visitors and
guardians opportunity for a pre-court investigation; (3) it
is impossible to know whether or not children before the
courts will be committed to the Division of Child Guardian-
ship for care, or be taken by other agencies or returned
to their families, and that therefore the work involved in
collecting the data would be wasted (Dependent Intake makes
a complete family study of all cases referred to the Division
of Child Guardianship); (4) the form itself is too large
to be used for reference on future complaints; and (5) the
old form is familiar and therefore useful.
As a result of the opposition from the Eastern visitors
and guardians it is agreed (1) that a short form retaining
the dimensions of the oldest court form may be used for
children not committed to the Division of Child Guardianship,
;
and (2) that the new work sheet will be used uniformly
throi^hout the Division of Child Guardianship for all
intake*

Chapter V
The Face Sheet
The face sheet of the Division of Child Guardianship
is divided into three parts and is set up to accommodate
the data from the three work sheets. A copy of this face
sheet is presented on page 30, chart 7. The outline pro-
vides first for the family history, including observations
regarding physical and mental health, morals and ethics,
vital statistics of the parents, family income and earning
power, family budgetir^ and the effect on the bank account,
subsequent and previous addresses. Second, it provides for
the history of the children in terms of their morals and
ethics, their mental and physical condition, their peculiar-
ities, the character of their associates, their education,
their work history, their settlement, and the name of their
guardian. Third, it provides for administrative information
in terms of date of reception or discharge, registration at
the Social Service Index, references, independent sources of
information, and friends interested in the family.
A study of the face sheets in use by the Division of
Child Guardianship and in private agencies showed that no
information was recorded on the morals and ethics of the
parents, and that if their mental or physical conditions
were checked the information given referred to a condition
in the past* It was found that lists of relatives were use-
. {
,
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ful, but that addresses changed too frequently to be relia-
ble, It was found too that the space for family defects,
family income, family expenses, and previous and subsequent
addresses was not used.
The study showed that the children in the family were
listed in the order of their arrival at the Division of
Child Guardi anship and not in the order of their arrival in
the family. It also showed that the date and type of recep-
tion of each child was listed, along with the date of his
birth, his birthplace, the date and place of his baptism,
and his religion. The space allowed for vaccination which
appears on the same line with administrative data and vital
statistics was rarely checked. The characteristics of the
children invariably were left blank. The apparent mental
condition was blank except for those cases where a child
came to the care of the Division because he was so feeble-
minded that he could not be cared for in the community.
Peculiarities, character of associates, physical condition,
education, work history, and name of guardian were all
blank. The place of settlement was recorded in the cases
of dependent children.
Administrative information was checked in the cases
of all dependent children and of some neglected, delinquent
and wayward children. References were never recorded.
Terms of care could not be explained, and therefore were
..
.
- .
.
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never noted. The cause of application was noted in the
cases of dependent children. The initials of the visitor
responsible for each child had not been used since 1925.
It was obvious frcm this study that changes in the
face sheet were in order, and that space was available for
change. In order to determine the type of face sheet to
be used by the Division of Child Guardianship uses of face
sheets in general were studied. It was found that they
have the following uses.
1. Vital statistics.
2. Administrative information only.
3. Summary of record used by workers to supplement
record or in place of longer record.
4. Combination of administrative information and iden
tifying family data of a relatively permanent
nature.
5. A simple index of a family.
It was also found that sane agencies use no face sheets
because facts of the face sheet are duplicated in other
places in the record, and change too frequently to be of
value
.
Gordon Hamilton in Social Case Recording wrote:
The face sheet has the purpose of giving
identifying data about the persons concerned in the
social situation. Names, addresses, occupations,
relatives, citizenship, nationality, religion, birth
and marriage dates, social status (single, married,
widowed, divorced) are intended to distinguish this
particular person and his family from others of the
same name. A secondary purpose, also locating and
identifying, is shown on face. sheet cards under such
headings as "ward", or "clinic", "district", "pre-
cinct", "social worker", which tend to locate the
patient administratively in the agency rather than in
society at large. Some people say that the face
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sheet should outline the ’social situation’ at a
glance. This seems less accurate than to say that
the face sheet gives in convenient form certain
objective social facts of a more or less permanent
character which particularize this case.
Face sheets should at a minimum have enough
data to clear through the social service exchange
or central index. A maximum is harder to state, but
nothing should be on the face sheet which is not
likely to be referred to from time to time, and face
sheets should be simple, accurate, and up to date...
It is no longer thought necessary to put medi-
cal diagnosis or i ntelligence ratings on the face
sheet... Social Service Exchange clearings may be
typed on the face sheet or on the history sheet. The
slips should not be kept, but if kept, should be
pasted in. 1
Before settirg up the new face sheet for the Division
of Child Guardianship recommendations from the staff were
considered. It was agreed that
(1) the present face sheet should be discarded and
a new face sheet be drawn up. The new face sheet should
be a combination of administrative information and identi-
fying family data of a relatively permanent nature.
(2) The face sheet should be made out by the Intake
Clerk, but the responsibility for keeping it up to date
would be vested in the social workers.
(3) No facts should appear on the face sheet which
were not substantiated in the case record.
(4) Data would include
(a) chronological listing of children in a family,
1 Gordon Hamilton, Soci al Case He cor din? (Second
Edition; New York: Columbia University Press, 1938), pp. 8-9.

together with birthdates and birthplaces, the name of
alleged father, and a "yes" or "no" under adjudication;
(b) information on religion, includir^ dates
and places of baptism, first communion and confirmation;
(c) family history including names of mother,
father, or "other" parent (step-parents, alleged fathers,
etc.), together with their addresses, birthdates, birth-
places, entries into the United States with dates and
places, citizenship, nationality, color, religion, marriage,
divorce, education, occupation, employment, wages, social
security number, induction - residence, rank, rating, serial
number, legal settlement, and terms of support;
(d) other members of the family, and others inter-
ested;
(e) adn ini strati ve data.
The face sheet v&ich appears on page 38 was the final
revision of the form agreed upon by the committee and
accepted by the staff. It was first set up in multigraphed
form and circulated as a memorandum to the staff.
Since many questions would arise regarding additions
or omissions, and since the responsibility for keeping the
face sheet accurate had been vested in the social workers,
it was recognized that the new face sheet would be as use-
less as the old one if effort were not made to set up
uniform practice. It was therefore necessary to interpret

the new face sheet to the staff by writing instructions
for its use. These instructions follow on pages 36 and
37.
The new form is now in general use throughout the
Division of Child Guardianship.

Face Sheet Instructions
1. FAMILY NAME - write family name giving legal name
first and alias second.
CASE NUMBER - write case number ?4ii ch has been assigned
to family.
2. List name, Dirthdate and birthplace of each child
received by Division in spaces 2A to 21.
Do not check oirthdate and birthplace unless facts are
verified and verificati on is contained in the record.
Continue writing across form on line 2A, record the
legal facts of commitment or reception. Under "Received”
write date and type of reception; e.g. 4/5/45 - T. Neg.
,
or 4/5/45 - S. 38, etc. Check "F" if finding has been
made in court. Under "Place" write town from which
child is received if child is dependent, or place of
court commitment if child is neglected, delinquent or
wayward.
When status of canmitment is changed by discharge,
write date and type of discharge.
When status of temporary commitment is chafed by court
action indicate change by correcting data in 2 (1) as
follows: (1) Change date received to date of permanent
commitment; (2) Cross out "T".
3. Write name of alleged father of each child who is ille-
gitimate, using appropriate letter; e.g., write name of
alleged father of 2A in space 3A or 2D in 3D.
If alleged father is adjudicated check in space under
"adj".
If child is legitimate check under "leg".
Write C, P, or J under "Rel", space 3A being used for
child 2A, 3B beiig used for child 2B, etc.
Write date, church and place of baptism, First Communion
or Confirmation of Catholic child in appropriate space,
3A being used for child 2A, 3B for child 2B, etc.
Check "permits" if ether and immunization permits are on
file, using 3A for child 2A, 3B for child 2B, ere.
Check "ration book" if books of each child are in the
possession of the Division, usiig space 3A for child 2A,
etc.
4. (1) Write data concerning mother in column under "Mother".
Use space for each item of information indicated by word
in corresponding space in first column. Mother’s given
and maiden name is to be written in column "Mother",
opposite "name" in column 1. In seme manner write birth-
• / ,
‘
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date, birthplace, etc., down "mother” column.
Do not check birthdate unless birth record has been
verified and verification is cn file.
Do not check "divorce" unless facts can be supported by
a verification of divorce in the case record.
Do not check "marriage" unless marriage has been verified
and verification is on file.
(2) Write data concerning father in column 2 under
"Father”.
Use space for each item of information indicated by word
in corresponding space in first column just as was done
in "Mother" column.
(3) If more than one marriage has taken place write data
of second marriage under data of first marriage in
column "mother" or column "father" and write identical
data in fourth column under "step-parents, alleged
father", etc., for spouse.
Write data concerning alleged father in column (3) just
as was done in "Mother" column or "Father" column.
5. Write name of the town or city or legal settlement or
the word "None” where settlement history is known.
6. Write amount of money agreed upon for support of child-
ren in care. Check type of agreement, voluntary, court
order, or city or town, or United States Government.
7. Write names and numbers of related cases known to D.C.G.
8. List names, whereabouts, birthdates, birthplaces, of
entire family of children regardless of siblii^s listed
in paragraph (2). Under whereabouts write with whom
child is living, of if an adult, give address and present
nans •
Any changes of addresses of children may be recorded un-
der "other" in column 9.
If application for care of any of these children has been
made to D.C.G. as dependent children write date of appli-
cation under "Dep. App.", "date" and relationship of
person making application under "Dep. App., By Whom", as
mother, DPW, social worker, MGH, friend, etc.
9. List relatives and others interested, recording maternal
relatives in column (1), paternal relatives in column (2),
and others interested in column (3).
Face sheet should be checked and corrected every time a
worker uses the record. It is the responsibility of every
worker in the office to see that the face sheet is accurate.

FAMILY NAMt, Chart 8.
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Name BirthDate Birthplace V Leg
Received
Date Type F Place
Name
Address
Parent of (letters)
Birthdate
Birthplace
Entry to U. S. date
Place
Citizenship date
Color
Religion
Marriage to
Date
Place
By Whom
Status
Divorce—ct.
Custody of chn. (letters)
Marriage to
Date
Place
By Whom
Status
Occupation
Social Sec. No.
Induction—Residence
Rank
Rating
Serial No.
(V_
LY_
Mother Father
Rel. Baptism 1st Communion
Date Page Date Page
Confirmation
Date Page
(Stepparents, alleged fathers, etc.)
SOCIAL SERVICE INDEX
| |
SETTLEMENT
TERMS OF SUPPORT (voluntary, court order, city or town, U. S. gov’t.)
RELATED CASES KNOWN TO DCG (names and numbers)
V—Verified, Leg—Legitimacy (Lmm-child born of married mother and not the legal father)
F—Finding, Rel—Religion, Page-Page of record (F—Family’s C—Child's), Per—Permits.
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1
2
3|
Name Whereabout* Birth
Date Birthplace
Pep. Applications
Date
8
9
10
11
,
14
15
16
17, I
RELATIVES AND OTHERS INTERESTED (name, relationship, address, subsequent addresses, date when each address entered on record)
Maternal
Name
Relation-
ship Address
Other
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Chapter VI
The Foster Parents f Expense Account
Foster mothers of the Division of Child Guardianship
have the major responsibility for buying clothing for the
children in their homes simply because the majority of the
children in the care of the Division of Child Guardianship
are placed in foster homes. The exceptions are as follows:
1. Children recently coming to the care of the Divi-
sion of Child Guardianship are outfitted from the clothing
room while they are in reception homes.
2. Children leaving reception homes for foster home
placement are completely outfitted from the clothing room.
If articles of clothing are not available there, permission
is given to the foster mother to buy the missing articles
and submit her bill immediately.
3. Children in institutions such as the House of the
Good Shepherd or Everett House receive their clothing from
the clothing room, or through purchases made by visitors
which are charged to the accounts of the Division of Child
Guardianship.
The two methods of supplying clothing to children in
care are known as "indirect payment" when the foster mothers
buy and pay for the clothing, and as "direct payment” when
the Division of Child Guardianship buys and pays for cloth-
ing charged to the Division of Child Guardianship accounts.
..
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The bills which foster mothers rendered have been known as
clothing statements even when other articles such as medi-
cine, school supplies, or haircuts appeared on t be form.
Clothing statements for indirect payment together
with directions for their use were mailed annually to foster
mothers. For purposes of supervision foster mothers are
divided into four classes.
1. Foster mothers of children taking children from
three to twenty-one years of age, who receive the standard
rate of board.
2. Foster mothers of infants taking children up to
three years of age, who receive the standard rate of board
per week plus fifty cents.
3. Foster mothers of mentally defective children
taking children diagnosed as mentally retarded, who receive
the standard rate of board per week plus fifty cents.
4. Foster mothers of the reception hemes taking child-
ren newly committed to the Division of Child Guardianship
for protection or care.
Foster mothers of children, foster mothers of infants,
and foster mothers of the mentally retarded children
received a supply of clothing statements annually from the
Division of Child Grardianship ; but foster mothers of the
reception homes did not need clothing statements since
children in reception hemes are outfitted from the clothing
'
room,
Listed below are the various forms used for purchases
of clothing and other supplies.
1. Clothing statement for children three to twenty-
one.
2. Clothing statement for children under three.
3. Clothing statement for mentally defective children.
4. "Biennial coat" statement.
5. "Missing from outfit" statement.
6. Direct payments.
7. Medicine and transportation.
8* Directions for use of clothing statements (children)
9. Directions for use of clothing statements (infants).
10* Memorandum between workers re clothing.
Foster mothers of children received forms 1 and 8.
Form 1 was set up for the listing of purchases of clothing,
haircuts, and medicine. These foster mothers submitted
their bills quarterly on the tenth of March, June, Septem-
ber, and December. Reimbursements for their purchases were
made by the Division of Child Guardianship when the monthly
board was paid. Form 8 was the list of directions for mak-
ing out form 1.
Foster mothers of infants received forms 2, 7 and 9.
Form 2 was set up for listing clothing only. These foster
mothers submitted their bills quarterly just as foster

mothers of children did, and were reimbursed quarterly in
the same manner that foster mothers of children were reim-
bursed. But in addition, foster mothers of infants received
form 7, the medicine and transportation statement. They
submitted these bills for reimbursement monthly, and they
were paid monthly along with the board bill. Form 9 was
the list of directions for making out forms 2 and 7.
Foster mothers of mentally retarded children received
form 0, which was a duplicate of the clothing statement for
children set up for listing clothirg, medicine, hair cuts,
and school supplies, but was printed on blue paper to dis-
tinguish it from the regular do12iing statement. These
foster mothers submitted their bills quarterly on the tenth
of March, June, Septonber, and December. They were reim-
bursed for their expenditures alorg with the monthly payment
of board.
Foster mothers of children in reception hemes rendered
bills for their e^endi tures for clothing or other articles
on the bi 11s f or boar d which they rendered monthly, an
entirely different form but not a clothing statement.
The clothing statements stamped "Biennial Coat" (4)
or "Missing from Outfit" (5) were issued by the Division of
Child Guardianship to the foster mothers by the visitors
on approval of the supervisor when coats or missing clothing
were needed. Foster mothers submitted the bills for these

purchases immediately. Reimbursements to them were made
monthly on separate schedules.
A clothing statement for direct buying, pink in color,
was issued to a worker by the supervisor when special pur-
chases were necessary for a child, and the worker planned to
do the shopping and charge the purchases to the Division of
Child Guardi anship account. This clothi ng statement was
numbered to agree with a purchase order issued by the relo-
cation cleik. When the worker completed her purchases, she
listed them with the prices, filled in the name of the store
where the sales were made, and returned the pink clothing
statement to the relocation clerk.
Thus four different procedures were used to pay for
the clothing, medicine, school supplies, and haircuts of
children. These can be explained as follows:
1. Until 1926 the expenses of infants were paid monthly
from a separate "Pauper Infants" appropriation.
2. Until 1945 the board of children was paid quarterly
from the "Care and Maintenance" appropriation.
3. Board for children who were mentally defective was
paid monthly.
4. Board for children in reception homes was paid
monthly.
5. Medicine for children and for infants was paid
when board was paid.

b. Transportation for children was paid on the visi-
tors expense account.
7. Transportation for infants was paid on the monthly-
board bill.
It was obvious that these ten clothing statements
could be reduced to two forms if a few adjustments were made.
It was agreed to print the two sets of directions on the
reverse of the two forms which would be used, one for in-
direct payment (page 45, chart 9), and one for direct pay-
ment (page 46, chart 10), and to eliminate the "biennial
coat" and "missing from outfit" forms as separate forms.
Since all board for children is now paid on a monthly
basis and at one time, there seaned to be no logical reason
why one form could not be used for the clothing and other
incidentals of all children. Transportation and telephone
were added to the new form in order to provide equal service
throughout the Division, and to avoid depriving the foster
mothers of infants of services previously rendered.
Opposition to the plan came from the Unit of Infant
Care. This was based on the assumption that payment for
medicine which was a larger expenditure than for older child-
ren could not be delayed for three months. Transportation
on the other hand, which was the other item, was a minor
consideration, since most of the work of moving children
was no longer done by foster mothers.
-.
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Chart 9
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE DIVISION OF CHILD GUARDIANSHIP
FOSTER PARENTS’ EXPENSE ACCOUNT
43 STATE HOUSE. BOSTON 33. MASS.
1. Child’s Name Age
2. Visitor From To 194
3.
4.
—
—
5.
Total for Clothing
1
6.
Medicine
—
7.
Haircuts
8 .
Tooth Paste & Brush
9.
Miscellaneous (specify)
—
10
II
Grand Total
Sign full name and address
5-4UM
Instr. On Other Side
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Chart 10.
Department Gf Public Welfare .... Division Of Child Guardianship
43 state HOUSE. BOSTON 33 MASS
DIRECT BUYING STATEMENT
CHILD Order No.
Foster Parent
Visitor Date 194..
To Be Paid From DCG Funds Q Child’s Bank Account Q

A study of foster mothers’ expenses covering nine
months from August, 1944, to April, 1945, was made. The
expenses of foster mothers of infants, children in reception
horns s, and of older children, together with the timing of
the payments ana the types of forms used, were listed. The
spring quarter when the incidence of illness among children
is high was included in the study.
The figures showed that 250 foster mothers of infants
spent 11457.38 for medicine, and at the same time 1830
foster mothers of children spent $5788.21 for medicine, while
foster mothers of reception homes spent $235.96. Since
foster mothers of reception homes were paid monthly, the
cost of medicine in these homes was not used in the compara-
tive figures. Foster mothers of infants spent an average
of #1.94 a month for medicine, while foster mothers of child-
ren spent #1.05 a month. The median expenditure in each
group, however, was much lower because a few high expendi-
tures for serious and prolorged illness showed up in the
array of figures. This was particularly true for prolonged
illness in the cases of children suffering from diabetes.
These highs occurred among foster mothers of children.
Moreover, when the total of ezpenditures of foster
mothers was considered, it was found that the foster mothers
of children spent more money than the foster mothers of
infants. By adding the costs of haircuts, tooth paste,

telephones, postage end carfare to medicine, and averaging
the expenses foster mothers of children spent $3.27 a month,
while foster inotters of infants spent #2.38. The arrays
of figures which included all the items tended to bring
the mean average and the median together. Since foster
mothers were paid for all expenses at the same time whether
for medicine or haircuts, and one was paid monthly while
the other was paid quarterly, the argument of high expenses
among foster mothers of infants was refuted, since foster
mothers of children actually spent more money.
The occasional incidence of high expenses for sick
children remained to be planned for. Since these expenses
could occur in any of the three types of homes, an agree-
ment was made with the bookkeepers to pay foster mothers
for medicine at any time if their expenditures amounted to
#5.00 or more in any one month. With this concession from
the bookkeepers, the nurse visitors of infants agreed to
accept the clothing statement designed for use throughout
the Division, and to pay foster mothers of infants quarter-
ly for medicine and incidentals in the seme roanner that
other foster mothers are paid, board being paid monthly
in all types of homes since 1945.
The chart which resulted from the study and which
was used in the supervisors* meetings for purposes of dis-
cussion follow s on page 49, Charts 11 and 12.
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The second question in, the integration of clothing
statements arose when charges for telephone calls and tra-
vel by foster parents was discussed. All visitors agreed
that they reimbursed foster parents for telephone calls
and travel when they had assisted the visitors by travel-
ling with children to the office or to clinics at the re-
quest of the visitors, or when emergencies had arisen in
the care of the child which made the use of the telephone
or transportation necessary. The visitors, with the excep-
tion of the visitors to infants, agreed that other telephone
calls and travel bills of fo st er par oat s were paid at their
own discretion. The visitors to infants, however, paid
telephone and travel bills routinely. As a result of these
differences variation in payment among the visitors
appeared. All visitors with the exception of visitors to
infants paid foster parents and charged the payments on
their own expense accounts (form M) . Visitors to infants
approved the charges of foster parents which appeared on
the medicine and travel accounts of the foster parents of
infants, and the bill was paid by the bookkeeping depart-
ment. Since all visitors are held accountable for the size
of their expense accounts it was apparent that the inequal-
ities in the practice of reimbursement for telephone and
travel showed disadvantages not only to foster parents
but also to visitors.
-
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The question of adding, the it on "telephone and
travel" to the proposed Foster Parents T Expense Account
came up for discussion. Most visitors saw no disadvantage
in listing the iter. A few visitors felt that (1) the
charges which were now insignificant (§1095.92) would in-
crease tremendously; (2) the telephone calls made at the
wish of the foster parents were (a) their legitimate ex-
pense and (b) included in the board rate; (3) telephone
calls to visitors from foster parents would be made when-
ever the slightest difficulty arose between foster parent
and child, and the present foster parent-child relationship
would be weakened by the ever-present vi sitor on the end
of the telephone. A compromise between visitors to child-
ren and visitors to infants was reached by substituting
"miscellaneous" (specify) for "telephone and travel".
Two clothing forms usable throughout the Division
and carrying instructions for use on the reverse sides
were drawn up when the resistance of the Infant Department
was withdrawn. One form is for the use of foster parents
when reimbursement for purchases is to be made to them.
This form is to be known as "Foster Parents* Expense
Account". The second form is for the use of visitors when
purchases for childrai are to be made in the name of the
Division, and the charge account of the Division is to be
used. This form is to be known as "Direct Buying State-
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
..
ment"
The outline of data required on the Foster Parents 1
Expense Account (form 54) was numbered to facilitate the
interpretation of the form. The items, with their numbers,
are as follows:
1. Name and age of child.
2. Name of visitor and quarterly date.
3. Amount of unexpended balance from previous quarter.
4. List of clothing purchased with their prices.
5. Total cost of clothing.
6. Medicine.
7. Haircuts.
8. Tooth paste and brush.
9. Miscellaneous (specify).
10. Grand total.
11. Signature and address of foster parents.
The instructions on the reverse of the form give
directions for handling medical and dental bills as well as
olothing bills. The dates on which foster parents*
expenses are due, and the amounts of the clothing allow-
ances are given. The instructions are as follows:
Medical and dental bills should be sent to the visitor
in duplicate, endorsed by foster parent, as soon as
received. The Division will pay the physician or
dentist directly.
Clothing, medicine, haircuts and some miscellaneous
items are paid for by the Division. The foster parent
purchasing them sends the visitor this itemized account
of all purchases once every three months. Accounts
should be in the office by the 10th day of March, June,
September, and December, or, if the child leaves the
home, on the day after he leaves. Reimbursement will
be made in April, July, October and January, with the
check for board.
The amount of clothirg purchased for children may not
exceed the following:

Boys and Girls Age to 3 P quarterly
n rt 3 to 6 in ft
rt tt 6 to 10 313
« » 10 to 16 315 t»
Y/hen a part of a chi Id* s clothing allowance has
spent the unexpended balance which maybe spent will
De indicated on line (3).
Occasionally this form will be sent to you marked "coat”
or "missing from outfit" or "special purchase". In
such case, purchase only the items listed by the visitor
and send at once alopg with the bills.
Fill out the statement as follows:
(1) Write child's name and age.
(2) Write visitor *s name and the dates of appropriate
quarter. Money spent during the last 20 days of
quarter should be billed on the next statement.
(3) See above.
(4) List clothing item by item with price.
(5) Total the amount spent for clothing.
(6) Total price of medicine.
(7) List haircuts with price. Total price of haircuts.
(8) Total price of toothpaste and brush.
(9) List any other items with prices.
(10) Add (5), (6), (7), (8) and (9) to make grand total.
(11) Sign your own full nare and address.
This expense account must be accompanied by receipted
bills or sales slips from the storekeeper from whom
the goods were bought. A slip must be secured for every
purchase. Reimbursement cannot be made unless sales
slips are furnished.
The form for Direct Buying (form 56) resembles the
Foster Parents* Expense Account. The outline of data
which appears on the form identifies the child and the
visitor, and the store at which the purchase is made. The
date on which the goods are purchased and the order number
tie the Direct Buying Statement in with the Purchase Order
(form 57). Directions for the use of the form which
appear on the reverse side are listed below:

This statement is to be used when items purchased are
to be charged to the DCG- instead of to the foster parent
When it is found advisable to pay the store directly
for purchases, the visitor fills out this statement
indicating items to be purchased and the name of the
firm if known. If on rare occasions purchasing by a
person other than the visitor is authorized, maximum
prices should be indicated.
This statement is then presented to the supervisor for
approval and to the clerk responsible for direct buy-
ing. It is numbered and returned to the visitor with a
purchase order which formally authorizes the necessary
expenditures and is to be retained by the store for
billing purposes.
When the purchases are being made, the items and prices
should be listed carefully on this statement.
When purchases have been completed, this statement and
the store slips should be sent immediately by the visi-
tor to the clerk responsible for direct buying. They
should be accompanied by a draft if the bill is to be
paid from the child^ bank account.
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Chapter VII
Classificati on of the Forms
Eighty-seven forms issued by the Division of Child
Guardi anship and twenty-two forms not issued by the Divi-
sion have been named, numbered, classified and indexed.
Those issued by the Divisionof Child Guardianship are
numbered; those not issued by the Division are lettered.
Of these, seventy-six numbered forms and fifteen lettered
forms appear on the charts. Two numbered forms and two
lettered ones appear twice. They are divided into four
groups: family record forms; foster home forms; bookkeeping
forms; and statistical forms.
In each group there are forms which are used for the
collection and dissemination of information. There are
forms which are of fundamental importance, forms which are
used occasionally, and forms which leave the Division of
Child Guardianship with information concerning children
known to the Division. These forms have been classified
as basic, optional and informational. Basic and optional
forms are used in the collection of information for treat-
ment and study; informational forms are used when informa-
tion from the records is sent to others, except in the case
of the work sheets which are used to collect information.
No inf ormati onal form is filed in a record. The three
types of birth records are illustrations of the classifi-

cation. The Verification of the Birth Record (24) is a
basic form ana is filed in the case record when a birth is
verified; the Affidavit and Correction (H) and the Delayed
Certificate (I) are optional forms and are created or ini-
tiated by the Division of Child Guardianship workers when
no record can be found; and the Divisicn of Child Guardian-
ship Birth Record (25) is an informational form, and is
given to children or others when an informal birth record
is needed.
Sixty-eight forms are classified in the "Family
Record" group, under the headings nucleus, intake, official
records, medical information, administrative information,
school, employment, wages and savings, and discharge.
(page 58, chart 13). Eighteen forms are classified in the
"Foster Home" group, under the headings nucleus, records,
administrative information, and finances, (page 59, chart
14) Ten forms are classified in the "Bookkeeping" group,
under the headings nucleus, and administrative information
(page 60, chart 15). The four forms classified under
"Statistics" constitute the nucleus of statistics (page 60,
chart 16). Other statistical forms created as the need
arises, are based on these forms.
Each group of forms contains one upon which the
structure of the groip depends. These forms, the face
sheet (23), the foster home applies ticn (43), the reloca-

tion (22), and the monthly count (76), should be considered
master forms. These forms are marked with stars on the
charts (pages 58-60). In addition, the "Family Record"
group contains one principal form, the supervision card (29),
upon whi ch all statistics and in particular the monthly
count are dependent.
The forms and indices as they appear on the chart
on page sixty-one follow a chronological pattern. Intake
and Eomefinding are at the top. Reception and Supervision
follow Intake and Homefinding. Transfers and Statistics
are at the bottom of the chart. The Bookkeeping forms
are woven into the Homefindirg and Supervision forms.
Forms and indices used by the Division of Child Guardian-
ship are indexed and described in the Appendix.
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FORMS AND INDICES - DIVISION OF CHILD GUARDIANSHIP
seel laneous forms

Chapter VIII
Conclusions
In spite of the fact that time has been used in try-
ing to reduce the number of forms, not too much has been
accomplished, for as forms have been studied there has
been a tendency to add new f'orms without invalidating old-
er ones. This tendency is illustrated by the earliest of
the work sheets (page 18), whi ch was found to be inadequate
years ago by many workers. These workers created the
second work sheet (page 20) and used it; but those workers
who nad found the first work sheet a convenient device con-
tinued the use of the earlier form. In this way some one
hundred and thirty-five foims which were in use at the
beginning of the study have come into being spontaneously
and unofficially. If this practice is to continue, so many
forms will be in use that no uniformity in practice will be
possible
.
It is true that many of the forms are unknown to a
large number of the workers, and prove the fact that they
are of little value since their use is limited. These
forms have been recommended for discontinuance. By elimina-
ting or combining fonts, the number is reduced to one hun-
dred and nine forms in active use in the Division.
These forms have been brought into line with present
trends. The word "ward" has been deleted and replaced
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with "child”, and the phrases "state minor wards", "pauper
infants", and "illegitimate child", have disappeared.
Order and more convenient spacing of items on forms have
been recommended.
Major changes have taken place in a few forms. One
of these is the new work sheet, which has been substituted
for the three earlier ones. Not only has a combination of
forms been accomplished, but also items relevant to the
present intake practices of child welfare and to present
conditions have been added. This form is now the standard
work sheet for Intake throughout the Division, regardless
of the type of intake contemplated. Even as all children
are given care and treatment suitable to their needs after
arriving in the Division, so it should be possible to
standardize the requirements for personal, physical and
environmental history of all children. It is no longer
sensible to obtain a fine histoiy of a dependent child at
Intake, and to receive neglected, delinquent, and wayward
children with only the evidence presented at court, and the
few facts that cue worker can obtain in a few minutes in
the waiting room of a court house.
The revision of the faoe sheet is in line with the
revision of the work sheet. It is retained as part of the
family record, and is reserved for administrative data and
permanent family Inform tion. Its use as a family summary

instead of the family history is no longer possible.
Perhaps the most significant change has taken place
in the use of the forms by the bookkeepers. By simplifying
practice, it is possible not only to pay foster mothers
monthly insteadof quarterly as of old, but also all types
of foster mothers have been combined on the one visible
index and will be paid on the same schedule. Thus some of
the last vestiges of older appropriations have disappeared.
Now all board payments are made at once, on one schedule.
The order of the Family Record has been considered
and recommendations have been made to organize the material
for greater usefulness. These recommendations appear in
Appendix G, as Final Recommendations of the Form Committee.
It is hoped that the classification and naming of the
forms will Joave value by ^ringi ng to the attention of the
workers their importance. The study has clearly demonstra-
ted the place that the basic forms hold in the functioning
of the Division of Child Guardianship • By relating these
to the rest of the forms in a given nucleus, their useful-
ness stands out.
Finally, the study has brought out that one hundred
1 and nine forms divide into four groups, each with a master
form. A principal form, as well as the master form, appears
in the Family Record group . Use of more of the forms can
be discontinued when a greater cohesion within the units
<
of tiie Division of Child Guardianship is possible. At the
present time,
use until the
however, it seans expedient to continue their
current recommendations are absorbed.

Appendix A
VIII INSTRUCTIONS ON USE OF FORMS
AND INDICES
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.
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Forms and indices issued by the DCG are numbered in accordance with the chart
(Appendix F); those originating elsewhere are given letters. Those forms
which at present lack titles are given names in order to facilitate identifi-
cation.
The forms described here do not include some form letters covered in other
parts of the text, some bookkeeping and statistical forms, nor all the forms
issued by other agencies that are occasionally used by DCG workers.
The forms have been assembled in volumes, one of which has been given to each
supervisor for use by his or her staff.
ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF FORMS AND INDICES
Adoption, acknowlegement of petition for 72
Adoption, letter of surrender of child for 71
Adoption, petition for Q
After care, index of 39
Application, foster home 43
Applications for insurance, pension, etc K
Application, section 38 5
Baptism, referral for J
Baptismal certificate J
Baptismal record, DCG 28
Birth, affidavit and correction of a record of H
Birth, delayed certificate of I
Birth record, DCG 25
Birth, verification of a record of 24
Board of Probation registration C
Boarding homes, index of 49
Budget report from child 60
Change of status 21
Children’s index 30
Clothing statement see expense account, foster parents'
Commitment to Industrial School 74, 75
Commitment, section 22 4
Court commitment papers D
Court continuances, index of 3
Daily report R
Daily report summary 82
Death record, verification of 27
Dental examination, report of 16
Dependent application index 2
Direct buying statement 56
Directory of DCG workers 79
Discharges, index of prospective 70
Draft and deposit slip 6l
Employment certificates 0
Exemption certificate L
Expense account, foster parents' 54
Expense card, child's 54
Extra care hill 52
Face sheet 25
Foster home application 45
Foster home work sheet 4l
Foster homes, geographical index of ...50
Foster home index 42
Foster homes with no children 78
Foster parents, leaflet to 47
Foster parents, letter to 46
Geographical index of foster homes 50
Handicapped children, report on 15
Helping 27000 children a year U
Homefinding leaflet 40
Identification card - 80
Immunization record 10, 11
Infants, leaflet to foster parents of 47
Infant transfers, index of 68
Intake card 19
Intake, register of 18
Inter-office memorandum V
Introducing 48
Laboratory report E
Marriage record, verification of 26
Master index 20
Medical examination of children 9
Medical re-examination 67
Memoranda 86, 87 > V
Monthly count 76, 77
Monthly report see wage bill
Motor vehicle reports S
Non-medical placement, report of 66
Notice and summons A
Older boys, index of 33
Out- card 84
Parental authorizations 1 > F
Parents in court, letter to 8
Parents, letter on placement in foster home to 37
Permit to visit 38
Phone call or visit 86
Physicians, dentists, opticians, etc., notice to 17
Purchase order 57
Read record, request to 85
Receipt, formal N
Receipt, worker's 55
iJ
Reception home register 51
Reception index 31
Reception placements, register of 32
Record memorandum 87
Reference, individual 44
Reference, physician's 45
Referral summary, Boston Psychopathic Hospital 14-
Referral summary. Infant Unit 69
Referral summary, hospital 12
Referral summary, Massachusetts Eye & Ear Infirmary 13
Referral summary. State Schools (school clinic record) G
Relocation 22
Requisition on store room 53
School attendance card 62
School clinic record G
School record transfer, letter on 63
School tuition card 64
School tuition and transportation bill 65
Settlement card 6
Social Service Index registration B
State Schools and Hospitals, application, admission, and
commitment papers to P
Supervision card 29
Support, agreement to 35
Support card 36
Surrender child, letter to foster parents to 73
Surrender of child for adoption, letter of 71
Town card see geographical index of foster homes
Traveling expense voucher M
Travel outside of the State, permission for 83
Wage bill (monthly report)
Wage card
Weekly bulletin
What do you know about the Division of Child Guardianship?
Work sheet
Work sheet, foster home
1. WORK SHEET
appendix B
58
59
81
T
1
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This form is designed to aid workers at intake in collecting basic information
about a child and his family necessary in determining need for care and in
providing it. While it is not expected that all the information outlined as
desirable will have been obtained at the time the child reaches the DCG, nor
that all of the facts can be obtained for all children, the worker should make
every effort to obtain as much data as possible.
The work sheet is filled out by intake workers and should be In the office
when the child is received. From the work sheet material intake workers dic-
tate for the face sheet (form 23 ), the family record, and the child's record.
The work sheet is destroyed when the above has been completed.!
1 Some court intake workers use a special form for recording information on
children not received for care.
2.
DEPENDENT APPLICATION INDEX
This is a 3"x5" card file used in the Dependent Intake Unit as an index of all
requests for service. Each card is written in duplicate "by the dependent intake
clerk, the original becoming part of the supervisor's file and the duplicate
becoming part of the file of the worker who is responsible for the case.l
3.
INDEX OF CONTINUANCES
This is a 3"x5" card file of all children committed to care who are to reappear
in court for further action. The index is a source of reference for the staff
members who wish to learn on what date and at which court a child is to appear.
The card is written by the court intake clerk from the commitment paper (form D)
and is filed on her desk.
2
4. SECTION 22 COMMITMENT PAPER
This form is supplied to the Tewksbury State Hospital and Infirmary and Boards
of Public Welfare for commitments under G. L. Chap. 119, Sec. 22. This order to
the DCG to care for the child named must be brought to the DCG with the child
and is filed in the case record.
5. SECTION 3Q APPLICATION
This is a form the completion of which is required for all children received
under G. L. Chap. 119, Sec. 38. A worker from the DCG supervises the filling
out of the application when it is likely that children are to be received. The
application becomes valid when it is signed and dated in the name of the Director
by the dependent intake supervisor. For those children who have a settlement in
the Commonwealth, the entries on agreement for support must be completed by the
appropriate Board of Public Welfare. These applications are filed in the case
record.
6. SETTLEMENT CARD
This is a 3"x5" card made out by the dependent intake clerk and given to the
bookkeepers as notification that a child has been received by the DCG with an
agreement for support from his place of settlement as noted on the Section 38
application (form 5). The card is used by the bookkeepers in making out quarter-
ly bills to towns and cities. The established rate of reimbursement is at pre-
sent $7.00 per week, unless a memorandum affixed to the card indicates a higher
rate for special care. All settlement cards are checked quarterly with the index
of boarding homes (form 49) before bills are made out.
7. PARENTS' AUTHORIZATIONS (see also RELIGION, p. 97)
This is a form on which the parent writes the religion the child is to follow
1 The Dependent Intake Unit also has a visible index of all cases on which study
is pending not including those cases of children in the care of the DCG on which
the intake study has been completed. It has in addition a 3"x5" card file of all
requests for service on a geographical basis.
2 a calendar of these continuances is also kept by the court intake clerk and
is used by the clerk as a basis for notifying workers of court hearings.
while in the care of the DCG and indicates hie permission for necessary medi-
cal care.l Authorizations are filed in the case record.
8. LETTER TO PARENTS
This is a form letter notifying parents of the whereabouts of their children
and giving directions for contacting the DCG. It is given to the parents in
court by court workers after the commitment or may be mailed to parents if they
have not been present in court.
9. MEDICAL EXAMINATION OF CHILDREN
This form outlines a routine physical examination. It is filled in by the exam
ining physician and is given to the court intake clerk for filing as the first
page of the child's record. 2 The diagnosis and recommendations are copied on
the child’s record by the stenographer receiving the first dictation on the
child.
10
.
IMMUNIZATION RECORD
This is a memorandum used by reception workers to insure completion of immuni-
zation. The record of the first injection is made by the examining physician
at the DCG since the first injection is at the time of reception. The form,
with instructions (form 11), is then sent with the child to his foster parent
who takes the child and the form to a local physician for the remaining injec-
tions. When immunization is completed, the form is returned to the DCG and the
record of immunization is entered on the child’s record.
3
1
When surgical care is necessary the following form letter is sent to a
hospital. It is signed by a supervisor for the Director when a parent's
authorization is on file, otherwise by the Director, (see slso form F)
Dr.
,
Superintendent
Hospital
Street
City
Dear Dr.
You are hereby authorized to administer an anesthetic
for appendectomy to JOHN DOE, a child in the care of the Division of Child
Guardianship
.
Sincerely,
Director
2 Completed forms on infants are given first to the nurses.
3 The nurses use a form letter entitled 11 Immunization Record on Infants."
1 1
.
DOSAGE- INSTRUCTIONS
This is a page of printed directions given "by reception workers to foster par-
ents for physicians who are assisting with immunization, (see also form 10)
12. REFERRAL SUMMARY TO A HOSPITAL
This form is to be filled in by a worker referring a child to a hospital for
medical care, (see also form 13)
13. REFERRAL SUMMARY TO THE MASSACHUSETTS EYE & EAR INFIRMARY
This form is to be filled in by a worker referring a child to the ME&EI for care.
It is given to a reception worker when she is escorting a child to the Infirmary.
14. REFERRAL SUMMARY TO THE BOSTON PSYCHOPATHIC HOSPITAL
This is an outline to be used as a guide in referring a case to the BPH or other
agency for psychiatric examination.
15. REPORT ON HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
This is a form on which information is recorded by a worker concerning a physi-
cally handicapped child in care, for whom services are requested from Services
for Crippled Children of the Department of Public Health. It is submitted to
the supervisor.
16. REPORT ON DENTAL EXAMINATION (dental estimate)
This form is used to facilitate arrangements for care between the DCG and dentists.
It is filled out initially by a visitor and sent to a foster parent or dentist
for completion \>y the dentist. It is returned to the worker for approval if dent-
al work involves an expenditure of $10.00 or more.
17. NOTICE TO PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS, OPTICIANS, ETC .
This form is used by workers to explain to the above the method of billing the
DCG for services.
18. REGISTER OF INTAKE
This is a daily record cf children admitted to care, prepared by the court Intake
clerk. Information for the register is obtained from the commitment or applica-
tion papers (forms D, 4 and 5) and the work sheet (form l).l The material is
used for reference and for entries on the master index (form 20).
19. INTAKE CARD
This 3"x5" card is filled out by the court intake clerk on each child received
and submitted monthly to the statistical clerk for tabulation of monthly statis-
tics .
1 Children received in a district office are listed on the register from the
intake card (form 19).
The statistical intake cards filled out in a district office are sent to the
court intake clerk at central office immediately following reception.
See face sheet (form 25) for instructions on defining of legitimacy.
A child's residence is the community in which the child's family resides prior
to the child's coming to the DCG. If a child is received from a hospital or
institution, the residence of the family should, none the less, he considered
the child's residence. If residence is too difficult to determine it should
not he reported (NR), as when a family has moved from place to place frequent-
ly.
A child's age is the number of full years at the time of the last birthday.
2°. MASTER INDEXl
This is a major index of the children and their families who have been known
to the DCG since the beginning of specialized work with children in 1859*
Entries on this visible index, called ’slips’, carry the names and case numbers
of the children and their parents. 2
The index in its present form was set up in 1911, and was presumably aimed at
including all children known at any time to the agency. It is at present not
completely reliable since over the years some of the small 'slips' have become
loose, dropped out and been lost. Consequent difficulties in locating records
may necessitate calling the Social Service Index with which the DCG has regis-
tered all cases since 1911 .
The index is kept in two sections: the major part hangs on the walls of Room
k2; that part which carries entries on children in the care of the Industrial
Schools prior to 1919 has been photostatted, and is in the active case record
room. 3
The 'slips' need the following explanations:
An entry on a white or pink slip refers to a child. The numbers
on the entries have the following significances:
125^A refers to the first child received for care from a
particular family whose record may be found in the
active or inactive files.
125^B, C or D refer to a second, third or fourth child in
a particular family whose record may be found in the
current active or inactive files.
1 The district office has a similar index in a different form including the
active cases in the district from November 15 > 19^5 •
2 There is also an index of case record numbers in the active case record
room.
3
There is also an index of current intake kept by the court intake clerk.
An entry on a blue slip refers to a family of children known to the
dependent intake workers --whether or not the children have been received for
care. (The families of children received from the courts are only listed along-
side the name of the child on the white slip)
1234a refers to a family known to the dependent intake workers.
21. CHANGE OF STATUS
This form is filled out monthly by the court intake clerk on children whose
status has been changed during the month, e.g. from temporary to permanent neglect.
1
One is submitted to each supervisor of visitors in order that visitors may make
appropriate changes on their supervision cards (form 29). When changes have been
made the forms are given to the Assistant Director who later transmits them to
the statistical clerk for tabulation. The court intake clerk is also responsible
for entering changes of status in case records
.
A listing of changes of status is also maintained. It is consulted from time to
time by the intake clerk (Miss Sullivan) who is responsible for verifying births
and obtaining baptismal certificates.
22. RELOCATION
The relocation is the, most Important form in the DCG . This one form supplies the
official information on the current whereabouts of a child, the worker currently
responsible for him, and the terms of his care. On its being made out accurately
and sent in promptly depend ultimately the accuracy of many things- -the routing
of important messages, making correct payments for a child’s care to the proper
creditors and statistics of the DCG.
Relocations should be made out by the visitor and given to the relocation clerk
(Mrs. Larson) within 24 hours^ after there has been a change in the terms under
which a child is placed, in address, in visitor responsible, or a correction of
a child’s name or case number. Relocations are necessary when a child is dis-
charged, when a child runs away and his whereabouts are unknown, when he relocates
himself, and when he goes to camp even though the DCG pays the foster parent for
care. A relocation is unnecessary when, because of the illness or vacation of a
foster mother or for a comparable reason, a child is placed by the foster mother
with a relative or friend for a period of one week or less and there is no change
in board payment. Relocations are to be made out in duplicate. The stub is for
the worker. The two copies are for the relocation clerk except when a child is
first received, in which case the duplicate is attached to the record. Each
worker should have a pad of relocation blanks.
1 A copy of each change of status form is sent by the district office to the
court intake clerk.
2 Workers attached to a district office send the relocation in duplicate to the
district office and the original is forwarded to central office. In the case of
transfers out of the district, the two copies are sent to the district office
and both forwarded to central office. In the case of transfers to the district,
the two copies are sent to the district office and the original returned to
central office.
A relocation should be filled out as follows:
Date
:
Date when change occurred.
Visitor: Initials, i.e., "ABC", "ABC" for "CDE", or "ABC" to "CDE"
.
Name Child's full name. Names of more than one child may be
placed on a single relocation only when children are of
the same family and the change is identical for all.
Religion: Enter C, P, J, NR (not reported).
Indicate race if other than white.
Age: Age at last birthday.
From: Location from which moved, giving in the case of foster
homes the foster mother’s full name and address, i.e.,
Mary C. Jones, 21 Myrtle St., Boston. If home is not a
foster home but a boarding or lodging house, indicate
this clearly and likewise if it is an "own" home with
parents or other relatives.
Terms of Care: Cross out all terms except those which apply.
BOARD AND
CLOTHING Child’s board and clothing are furnished by the DCG.
BOARD: Board is furnished by the DCG whether to foster home,
hospital, or elsewhere. Board only is provided by the
DCG at Massachusetts Hospital School. Indicate after
the word BOARD the rate to be paid.
CLOTHING: Clothing is furnished by the DCG. Clothing only is
provided by the DCG at Perkins Institute, schools for
the deaf, MGH. After Amt, indicate what has been
spent in the current quarter if it is desired that the
relocation clerk (Mrs. Larson) notify new foster parents
of the balance to be expended.
Free
:
Neither board nor clothing are furnished by the DCG and
the child is not working beyond normal home duties, as
when the child is awaiting adoption, remains as at age
16 in his one-time boarding home, or is at Tewksbury
State Hospital and Infirmary or Wayside Inn School.
Work Neither board nor clothing are furnished by the DCG
and board is provided by foster parents in return for
services beyond normal home duties, as in domestic
service or in farm work.
Wage Neither board nor clothing are furnished by the DCG and
board and wages are provided by foster parents in
return for full time services, as in domestic service
and farm work. An allowance is not a wage. Indicate
amount of wage and whether foster parent is to be billed
(form 58) or "child manages own account."
75.
¥^r
Independent : Neither board nor clothing are furnished by the DCG
and the child pays for board and clothing from wages
earned outside the foster home
.
Cross out all types of care if DCG furnishes neither
board nor clothing and child is with parents or other
relatives; in the armed services; married; is living
at the Y.W.C.A., Y.M.C.A., own apartment, or police
barracks; is in college, in training as a nurse, or
in other circumstances which ought not to be considered
as foster placement.
If child is attending school other than public elemen-
tary or high school, indicate type of school, i.e.,
parochial, trade, etc.
Location to which child is going. If home is new
write ''(new)” after name. Give full name and address
of both foster parents, i.e., Mary C. & John H. Jones,
21 Myrtle St., Boston. If on transfer the location
to which the child is to go is not known, leave the
space blank and send the relocation in duplicate along
with the supervision card to the new visitor for
completion. If the location is unchanged and the re-
location filled out for other reasons, write "same."
If a home is not a foster home but a boarding or
lodging house, indicate this clearly, and likewise if
it is an own home with parents or other relatives.
Give reason for relocation clearly. Explain in detail
if child is being temporarily placed for any reason,
e.g., pending hospitalization, clinic examination, or
discharge
. If child is married indicate in addition
whether he is discharged or not.
Bag sent to : Indicate whether sent with child, how it is to be sent, etc.
When an error has been made in filling out a relocation, a corrected relocation
should be filled out in duplicate, marked across the top "corrected relocation"
and the nature of the correction carefully specified.
After relocations in duplicate are given to a relocation clerk (Mrs. Larson) they
are noted on the children's index (form 30). The original is then given to a
relocation clerk (Miss Maroney) for posting on the index of boarding homes (form
J+9) and where a relocation involves a wage agreement, the relocation is referred
to the bookkeepers for preparation of a wage card (form 59 )
>
and wage bill (form
58 ). All original relocations are filed by month by the clerk responsible for
the index. The duplicate is given to a relocation clerk (Mrs. Kalunian) for
posting on the geographical index of foster homes (form 50 ) and then to the
appropriate stenographer for typing on the record, after which it is destroyed.
23. FACE SHEET
Other:
School
:
To:
Beason:
The face sheet, the first page of the case record, gives sufficient identifying
information about a family to distinguish it from other families; and also gives
in convenient form social data of a more or less factual and permanent nature.
The information for the face sheet comes from the work sheet (form l) and the
family and the child's records. No item should appear on the face sheet that
is not supported by the case record.
The face sheets are made up by the intake clerks (Miss Sullivan and Miss Carey)
.
Additions and corrections are made by them and by the social workers as infor-
mation becomes available. Major responsibility for accuracy and completeness
of the face sheets belongs to the social workers.
The following instructions on the face sheet should be observed:
1. All verified entries should be recorded carefully and accurately
2. The blank space following "Received" should be ruled as needed
for changes of status, discharges and second receptions
—
3
Children should be classified in three groups on the subject of
legitimacy
—
a) Leg (legitimate) is the child of a married woman and
her husband.
b) Illeg (illegitimate) is the child of an unmarried woman.
c) Imm (illegitimate married mother) indicates the child of
a married woman and a man not her husband.
1
U. Under "Page" should be noted the page number of the record on
which information on sacraments is recorded--e.g.
,
FI (page 1
of the family record)
5. Under "CHILDREN IN FAMILY" all children in the family should be
listed in the chronological order of their births regardless of
whether or not they are received in care, and notations made
under "Dep. Applications" and "Reed" relative to those for whom
applications have been made and/or who have been received in care.
2k. VERIFICATION OF RECORD OF BIRTH2
This form lists the items which appear on the standard birth record in the
Division of Vital Statistics of the office of the Secretary of the Commonwealth,
or in the office of a Town or City Clerk. The form may be used for verification
of the birth of a single child or of the births of several siblings. The items
Legally considered legitimate but for purposes of social analysis considered
illegitimate.
2 When it is possible neither to obtain nor provide an official birth record,
a form letter notarized by the attorney may be written by the Director or
supervisor giving birth information which appears in the DCG records. See also
forms H and I.
Status changed
Date Type
Discharged
Date Type
listed on the verification should he copied accurately from the certificate
regardless of the fact that the items on the certificate, such as names or
dates, may differ from those known to the DCG. The intake clerk
(Mis3 Sullivan) is responsible for verifying routinely births of all children
committed permanently by the courts and Mi3s Carey for the dependent children.
The forms are filed in the case record. Form A6, an Adoption Unit form letter,
is occasionally used when writing for verification.
25. DCG BIRTH RECORD
This 3"x5" card furnishes a record of birth of a child in situations where his
official record is not necessary or not available.
26. VERIFICATION OF MARRIAGE RECORD
This form contains all the information which appears on the certificate of
marriage in the office of the Division of Vital Statistics of the Secretary of
the Commonwealth, or in the office of a Town or City Clerk. In addition to
verifying a marriage, the form has value in that it provides much other informa-
tion. The items on the verification should be copied accurately from the
certificate. The form is filed in the case record. Form A7, an Adoption Unit
fora letter, is occasionally used when writing for verification.
27. VERIFICATION OF DEATH RECORD
This fora contains all the information listed on the Certificate of Death in
the office of the Division of Vital Statistics of the office of the Secretary
of the Commonwealth, or in the office of a Town or City Clerk. In addition to
verifying a death, the form has value in that it furnishes much other information.
The record should be an accurate copy of the certificate. The form is filed in'
the case record.
28. DCG BAPTISMAL RECORD
This 3"x5" card furnishes a record of baptism of a child in a situation where
an official baptismal record is not required (form J). One type of card is
used when names of parents are furnished; the other, when it is wiser to omit
the names of the parents.
29.
SUPERVISION CARD
This is a 5|-"x8" card representing a child in care. A box of these cards on a
worker’s desk constitutes an index of a worker’s case load. The card carries
identifying information and selected items of social information. For defini-
tion of entries on legitimacy, see face sheet (fora 23) instructions. For
definition of residence, see intake card (form 19) instructions. For defini-
tion of terms, see relocation (fora 22) instructions. Change of status of the
child after his reception into care must be noted carefully on this card by
his visitor (see form 21).
The court intake clerk enters identifying information and first placement data
on each new card, and sends the card to the unit of supervision responsible.
As the child is transferred between workers, the supervision card is transferred.
When the child is discharged a notation as to the date and type of discharge
should be made (see DISCHARGES, pp. 121-3), and the card is sent through the
supervisor to the statistical clerk for statistical tabulation.
30.
CHILDREN'S INDEX
This is a file of 3"x5" cards on children under the care of the DCG and
of children discharged during the year. Since such cards duplicate much
of the information on the supervision cards (form 29) the index serves
also as a central index of supervision cards. It is used for identifica-
tion and location of a child and as a check on other indices (forms 49
and 50). The card is filled out originally hy the court intake clerk
from the register of intake (form 18) and continued by a relocation
clerk from relocations (form 22).
31. RECEPTION INDEX
This is a file of 3"x5" cards carrying identifying information on children
under the supervision of the Reception Unit. It provides the Unit with a
centralized index of children under its workers and is used to check tuition
and transportation bills (form 65 ). The card is similar to the children's
index card (form 30 ) and is filled out by the court intake clerk at intake
and given to the Reception Unit.l
32. REGISTER OF RECEPTION PLACEMENTS
This form is a listing of children in each reception home and is used as a
control of placements. It is filled in by the reception clerk as children
are placed and replaced. It constitutes a verification of reception home
registers (form 51).
33. INDEX OF OLDER BOYS
This is a file of 3"x5" cards carrying identifying information on children under
the supervision of the supervisor of older boys. The card is similar to the
children's index card (form 30). It provides the Unit with a centralized
index of boys under the supervision of its workers. 2 The card is filled out by
the secretary of the Unit when boys are received by itB workers.
34. CHILD'S EXPENSE CARD
This 7 "x8" card is used for recording all expenditures made for a child from
the care and maintenance appropriate on. 3 It is used to check expenditures.
The court intake clerk types the identifying information and passes the form
to the bookkeepers.
35. AGREEMENT TO SUPPORT
This form may be used as a substitute for the agreement to support provided
provided on the Sec. 38 application form and for voluntary agreements from
parents or others in the case of neglected children. It may be used by any
worker making arrangements for support. It is filed in the correspondence in
the case record.
1 The Reception Unit also maintains a daily register of children, somewhat
similar to the register of intake (form 18).
2 An index of older boys by workers responsible is also maintained
^ Except expenditures reported on the traveling expense vouchers (formM).
36.
SUPPORT CARP
Thia 5^"x8" card ia a device for recording income received by the Commonwealth
from parenta or agencies (other than Boarda of Public Welfare and Soldiers'
Relief) providing support in place of the parenta for a child or a family. An
intake clerk (Miss Sullivan or Miaa Carey) typea identifying data and the
support agreement, if any, on a card for those cases on which money for support
ia received by the bookkeepers. The intake clerk (Miss Sullivan) types these
in advance if a support agreement has been noted on the record. She calls to
the attention of the intake supervisor those cases where no agreement has been
made and where she believes an arrangement may be made. Cross references
(e.g., alleged fathers) are on identical forms in blue.
37.
LETTER TO PARENTS
This letter gives to parents the name and address of a child's visitor and
provides information on keeping in touch with the child. It is mailed by the
visitor when a child reaches his foster home.
38.
PERMIT TO VISIT
Visiting a foster home is allowed only with a permit. The permit, issued by the
visitor upon request (unless visiting is undesirable), introduces a parent or
other relative to a foster parent and gives directions for reaching a foster home.
39. INDEX OF AFTER CARE TO FAMILIES
This is a file of 3"x5" index cards made out by the dependent intake clerk at
the request of the supervisor when further study of a family situation is
indicated subsequent to the reception of a child. The card is made for those
dependent cases on which no intake study has been possible prior to reception,
such as in the case of foundlings committed by Boards of Public Welfare with-
out advice from the BCG, or other children received without adequate study and
referred to the Unit for study.
40. HOMEFENBING LEAFLET
This is a printed and illustrated folder issued by the BCG as a means of appeal-
ing for foster homes. Copies are distributed to foster parents for their use in
interesting others in the BCG program, given to persons applying for children,
and supplied on other occasions warranting publicity.
hi. FOSTER HOME WORK SHEET
This is a form on which the initial information about a foster home application
may be recorded, such as on telephone requests for children or first interviews
of a casual nature. The information is used as a basis for further action. It
is destroyed after information is recorded elsewhere.
Any worker, other than the foster home secretary or homefinder, filling out the
form should give it to the foster home secretary.
42. FOSTER HOME INDEX
This is an index of 3"x5" cards on all requests to care for children. The cards
arc customarily prepared by the foster home secretary or homefinder and kept in
pending sections of the index until disposition is reached. A worker receiving
a request to care for children which is not processed by the foster homo
secretary should fill out such a card when disposition is made and submit it to
the foster home secretary or give her the necessary information.!45.
FOSTER HOME APPLICATION
This is a questionnaire sent or given to prospective foster parents on request
when a study of the home for use is indicated. When it is returned it constitutes
the nucleus of the foster home record. On it is recorded information obtained
in the study of the home and thereafter notations regarding changes in the home
itself or in the status of the home.
44. IKDIVIDUAL REFERENCE
This is a letter requesting a reference from individuals listed on the foster
home application (form 45). It is sent by the foster home secretary or home-
finder as soon as the application is received. The reference is filed in the
foster home record.
45. PHYSICIAN'S REFERENCE
This is a letter requesting a reference from the family's physician listed on
the foster home application (form 43). It is sent by the foster home secretary
or homefinder as soon as the application is received. The reference is filed
in the foster home record.
46. LETTER TO FOSTER PARENTS
This a a form letter of welcome and instructions sent to new foster parents by
a relocation clerk (Mrs. Kalunian) when their home is first used by the agency.
It is filled out by the relocation clerk from information contained on the
relocation (form 22) indicating that a home is newly opened, and sent along with
foster parents' expense accounts (form 54) to the foster parents.
47. LEAFLET TO FOSTER PARENTS
This is a printed and illustrated folder of instructions which is sent or taken
to foster parents of infants. The leaflet is a substitute for the letter to
foster parents (form 46).
48. INTRODUCING
This is a card filled out by a visitor and given to the foster parents to intro-
duce a child to a new foster home . It carries identifying information particu-
larly .
49. INDEX OF BOARDING HOMES
This is a visible index of 4"x5" cards made out by a relocation clerk
(Miss Maroney) for all homes which the DCG reimburses for board and/or
clothing. 2 Information for the card comes from the relocation (form 22).
^ The district office submits a card on every request for care to the foster
home secretary at central office when disposition is made.
p Reception homes and certain special homes are listed in a looseleaf note-
book kept by a relocation clerk (Mrs. Larson), since the activity in placements
or diversity in rates makes the use of the index of boarding homes impractical.
It is used by the bookkeepers in making payments for board and as a check
on other payments. The colors have the following significances:
A white or buff card indicates the boarding of children at the
basic rate;
A pink card indicates the boarding of infants;
A green card indicates the boarding of mentally deficient children;
A red-orange card indicates that clothing only is provided;
A yellow card indicates a reception or special home.
50. GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX OF FOSTER HOMES (town cards)
This is a 5|'"x8" card file of foster mothers by towns and cities, with children
in care of each foster home by order of placement. A relocation clerk
(Mrs. Kalunian) makes out the card from the duplicate of the relocation
(form 22).l Since the index has entries on all children who have been in the
home, it is used for foster heme record. It is kept in two sections, active
and inactive, and is flagged as follows:
A flag on a card in the inactive section indicates a "filed" home,
a home which should be reconsidered for placement;
A flag on the left side of a card in the active section indicates a
newly opened or reopened home;
A flag on the right side of a card in the active section indicates a
home which has gone out of use recently or is "pending", that is,
awaiting the placement of children.
51. RECEPTION HOME REGISTER^
This form is issued to foster parents for the daily recording of children
entering and leaving a reception home. A register is returned to the DCG
every month and used by a relocation clerk (Mrs. Larson) to verify data in
the notebook index of boarding homes (form 49). The registers are submitted
along with the notebook to the bookkeepers for payment, after they have had
supervisory approval.
School information listed on the form my be used to check school attendance.
When only the original relocation is received by relocation clerks at central
office as in the case of new children or children transferred to a district office,
the relocation clerk (Mrs. Kalunian) obtains necessary information from the
register of intake (form 18) and a monthly check of the original relocations.
2 A weekly register, distinguished from the monthly reception home register by
color only, is used in addition to the monthly register by the supervisor of
older boys to control the intake of reception homes for boys and check their
school attendance.
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52 . EXTRA CARE BILL
This form is prepared by workers for billing the DCG in behalf of foster parents
for additional care given children in special need of it. Bills are rendered
on the third of the month for the previous month for the amount of money owed
foster parents over and above the regular board payment.
53. REQUISITION ON STORE ROOM (clothing room)
This form is irade out in triplicate by a worker to obtain supplies for children
from the clothing room. When the worker has obtained supervisory approval, he
or she takes the requisition to a bookkeeper who validates the order by stamp-
ing the form with a serial number. The bookkeeper retains one copy. The
remaining two copies are presented at the clothing room. When the items of
clothing which has been selected are listed with prices, one form is returned
to the bookkeeper and one remains in the clothing room.
A similar procedure is followed for exchange or return of clothing to the
clothing room.
5^. FOSTER PARENTS 1 EXPENSE ACCOUNT (clothing statement)
This bill form is issued to foster parents for reimbursement for all expenditures
except board made by them on behalf of foster children. Instructions on its use
are on the reverse side of the form. Additional instructions are necessary.
The worker moving a child to a new home should inform the new foster parents of
the balance of the allowance for clothing which may be spendt during the quarter
by inserting the amount on line 3 or by noting the amount spends on the
relocation (form 22). If the latter is done, a relocation clerk (Mrs. Larson)
will notify the foster parents. Favorable balances may be carried from one
quarter to another but not from one fiscal year to another. All accounts should
be sent to the worker by the 10th of the third month of each quarter, approved
by the worker after auditing with accompanying sales slips, and submitted without
sales slips for supervisory approval when the maximums for clothing or haircuts
are exceeded or there are other extraordinary expenditures on which approval of
the supervisor would seem wise. If foster parents submit no account for a child,
the worker should fill out a dummy account marked ’no account received." All
accounts are filed with a relocation clerk (Mrs. Larson) who sorts them alphabe-
tically by foster mothers before presentation to the bookkeepers.
Workers may check with a child's expense card (form 3*0 on prior expenditures
but most workers keep their own informal record.
55. WORKER'S RECEIPT
This form is used by workers for proof of their reimbursements of over one
dollar to foster parents for transportation, telephone or postage, and of their
expenditures for their own livery or postage. It is submitted with a traveling
expense voucher (form M) for reimbursement.
56-57. DIRECT BUYING STATEMENT ( 56 ) and the PURCHASE ORDER (57)
These forms are issued by the DCG to workers when the charge accounts of the
DCG are to be used for purchases for a child. The worker fills out the direct
buying statement with supervisory approval, and submits it to the clerk
responsible for the preparation of a purchase order (Mi3s Maroney).
Both forms are taken to the store. Purchases are listed on the direct buying
statement. The purchase order is used for identification of the purchaser.
The number appearing on the purchase order is copied on each sales slip. At
the final purchase, the purchase order is turned in to the store for billing
purposes.
The worker returns the direct buying statement and the sales slips to the
clerk who audits them, enters the total amount expended on the duplicate of
the purchase order, and makes out a standard invoice. The clerk obtains
supervisory approval before submitting the bills and the invoice to the
bookkeepers.
Further directions for using the direct buying statement are printed on the
reverse side of the form.
58. WAGE BILL (monthly report)
This is a bill issued by the DCG to foster parents who pay wages to a boy or
girl in addition to giving board and room. The bill is rendered every four
weeks by the bookkeepers when notified by receipt of a relocation (form 22)from
a relocation clerk(Miss Maroney) indicating that an arrangement for payment
of wages has been made. The foster parent enters on it expenditures made by
or in behalf of the child which are deductable from wages, and indicates the
wages due. When the boy or girl approves the statement, the foster parent
remits the money indicated in the balance which is later banked for the boy
or girl in his or her personal bank account.
A bookkeeper receipts the bill, makes out a formal receipt (form N) in
duplicate for the money received and gives the report and one copy of the
receipt to the worker. The worker records information on the bill in the
child's record and gives the receipt to the child. The bills are filed in
boxes under the visitor's initials until the state auditors have completed
their audit,2
59. WAGE CARD
This 8" x 10" card is made out initially by the bookkeepers from the reloca-
tion (form 22) which is submitted to them by a relocation clerk (Miss Maroney)
when the relocation indicates that a boy or girl has been placed at wages.
Entries are made on the form from the wage bill (form 58) by the bookkeepers.
The cards are available to the workers for the study of employment history.
60. BUDGET REPOBT FBOM GIRL
This form is issued to self-supporting girls by some workers to assist them
in budgeting their wages. Wages and expenditures are listed by a girl and
the balance is sent to the office for deposit in the girl's personal bank
account
.
^ A Commonwealth of Massachusetts form to obtain payment of bills by the
Commonwealth.
2 A form letter to foster parents is sent by the bookkeepers with the first
wage bill.
6l. DRAFT AND DEPOSIT SLIP
This is a form made out by workers and given to the bookkeepers for banking or
withdrawal of the personal funds of a child in care. The child's bank account
may only be used on his request or after consulting with him. When a child is
given cash from his account, he signs the receipt ledger in the bookkeeping
department. Approval of the supervisor is necessary only for withdrawal of
funds
.
62. SCHOOL ATTENDANCE CARD
This 3"x5" card is made out by some workers for foster parents or a child to
present to the teacher at the time of entering the first grade or on transfer
from one school to another when the school record has not been forwarded. The
card has space not only for identifying and educational history but also for
information on vaccination.
65. LETTER OK SCHOOL RECORD TRANSFER
This is a form letter used by reception workers to obtain the transfer of a
school record.
6k. SCHOOL TUITION CARD
These 3"x5" cards are sent to the superintendents of schools to notify them
that the DCG will assume responsibility for tuition.
A card is made out by a relocation clerk (Mrs. Iarson) annually at the beginning
of a school year for each child in public school, when a child is transferred
from a public school in one town or city to that of another, or when a child
transfers from a private to a public school. The relocation clerk obtains her
information from the relocation (form 22). It is made out by visitors when a
child is first entering public school unless he or she notifies the clerk to
do so. It is made out by foster parents in reception homes for all children in
their care attending school. Cards are not made out for children attending
public school in their "home towns."
65. TUITION AM) TRANSPORTATION BILL
This form is issued by the DCG to towns and cities for billing the DCG for
tuition in the public schools or transportation to public or private schools
provided by towns or cities to children in care. These forms are mailed in
May of each year to the superintendents of schools for itemizing expenditures.!
On their return they are checked by workers against the supervision cards
(form 29) for accuracy of names and dates, and by the bookkeepers for accuracy
of computation. Reception workers check them against the reception index
(form 31)
.
66. REPORT ON NON-MEDICAL PLACEMENT (FORM FOR REPORTING ALL PLACEMENTS OF
OVER A WEEK IN PRIVATE NON-MEDICAL
INSTITUTIONS)
This 5§-
' ,
x8" card is filled out by a worker placing a child for over a week in
a non-medical institution, given for approval to the supervisor who initials
1
The bills are accompanied by a covering letter.
the card, and in turn given to the Assistant Director for the file of children
in institutions kept on her desk. It is used as a control on institutional
placements because of the lav on institutional placement, G. L. Chap. 119,
Sec. 39.
Non-medical institutions are those which do not specialize in the care and
treatment of physical or mental illness.
67 . MEDICAL RE-EXAMINATION
This form is used by the examining physician when a child is transferred at
the age of 3 or discharged from care. It is filed in the case record.
68
.
INDEX OF INFANT TRANSFERS
This is an index of 3"x5" cards made out by an infant nurse when an infant
reaches the age of 3* The cards carry identifying information and data
necessary to other workers in planning foster care at transfer. The index,
kept by the supervisor of infants, serves as a reminder to nurses, visitors
and supervisors interested in a child's case to review and formulate plans
for the child. It also provides source material for lists of children
available for transfer.
69 . REFERRAL SUMMARY. INFANT UNIT
This form is used by the nurses at central office to provide a district office
with a brief history of an infant prior to transfer since the record cannot
be made available until transfer takes place.
70. INDEX OF PROSPECTIVE DISCHARGES
This index consists of blue 3
,,
x5" cards made out by the dependent intake clerk
at the request of her supervisor when the family history indicates a study may
reveal that children may be restored to their families and a dependent intake
worker should assume responsibility for the study. The card is written in
duplicate- -one card for the supervisor and one for the worker.
71. LETTER OF SURRENDER
This is a form letter on which under agreement between the mother, or the
mother and the father, and the DCG, parents surrender their child to the DCG
for adoption. The decision to accept such surrenders rests entirely with the
workers responsible for adoption placements. The surrender is filed in court
with the adoption petition (form Q).
72.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF PETITION
This is a form letter addressed to adopting parents over the Director's
signature to notify them that adoption plans are complete and to make arrange-
ments for the hearing at the Probate Court
.
73- NOTICE TO FOSTER PARENTS TO SURRENDER CHILD
This is a form letter addressed by a worker to foster parents to introduce
the person delivering the letter as one properly qualified to take the child.
The letter, used rarely, is sent by a worker after arrangements have been made
with the foster parents.
7k. TRANSFER TO INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS
This form authorizes the transfer of a delinquent child permanently committed
to the DCG to an Industrial School. It is made out "by the Director's secretary,
signed hy the Director, and sent with child to the appropriate school. It is
valid until the commitment paper (form 75) has been received by the school.
75. COMMITMENT TO INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL
This form 1b used to commit a delinquent child permanently committed to the DCG
to an Industrial School. It is made out by the Director's secretary upon noti-
fication by the worker of the date of transfer, signed by the Commissioner and
mailed to the school to which the child was sent.
76. MONTHLY COUNT
Monthly counts are prepared by each visitor and the dependent intake supervisor
on children in the care of the DCG. They should be completed by the third of
each month and given to the supervisors who in turn give them to the
statistical clerk.
The following instructions should be followed carefully in the preparation of
monthly counts:
A5 Copy this figure immediately on your next monthly count in item Al,
because Al of each month must agree with A5 of the previous month. A5
should equal the total number of supervision cards.
B Include here, in addition to children placed by the DCG, children
under DCG supervision placed by other agencies in foster homes and
institutions. All children included in A5 should be included in
section B.
B1 Terms may be explained as follows:
a) Board and clothing furnished by the DCG
b) Board only furnished by the DCG
c) Clothing only furnished by the DCG
d) Free—neither board nor clothing furnished by the DCG
and the child does not work in the home beyond normal
home duties, as when a child is awaiting adoption or
remains at age 16 ±n his one-time boarding home.
e) Work—neither board nor clothing furnished by the DCG;
board provided by foster parents in return for services
beyond normal home duties, as in domestic service or
farm work.
f) Wage—neither board nor clothing furnished by the DCG;
board and wages provided by foster parents in return for
full time services, as in domestic service or farm work.
An allowance is not a wage.
g) Independent—neither "board nor clothing furnished by the
DCG; child pays for board and clothing from wages earned
outside the home.
Total—add children in a, b, c, d, e, f, and g.
B2 Non-medical institutions include such organizations as are listed
under (*) where a child is placed for special care, training or treat-
ment of a non-medical nature, including schools for the deaf and blind.
Medical institutions (**) include the Massachusetts Hospital School,
Tewksbury State Hospital and Infirmary, hospitals, sanatoria, and
convalescent homes
.
Terms may be explained as follows:
a) Board and clothing furnished by the DCG.
b) Board only furnished by the DCG as when a child is at the
Massachusetts Hospital School.
c) Clothing only furnished by the DCG as when a child is at
Perkins Institute, schools for the deaf and the MGH.
d) Free—neither board nor clothing is furnished as when a
child is at Tewksbury or the Wayside Inn School.
Total- -add children in a, b, c, and d.
B3 Children not in foster homes nor, except as staff, in institutions.
b) Other relatives include brother, sister, uncle, aunt, niece,
nephew, grandparents, great grandparents, great uncle and
great aunt, whether such relationships are by blood, marriage
or adoption.
f ) Under other include the child in college, in training as a
nurse, living at the Y.W.C.A., Y.M.C.A., own apartment,
lodging house, police barracks, etc.
Total—add children in a, b, c, d, e, and f.
B5 Grand total—add Bl, B2, B3 and B4.
* Number of children in non-medical institutions should agree with first
total in B2
.
** Enter number of children in hospitals specified and group all others
together. Number should agree with second total in B2.
Eeverse side This is best filled in during the month as children come
and go and foster homes are investigated.
C Enter full name of child, unit from which received (reception, infant,
EG, LON, CFM, AEP, HMW) and initials of visitor from whom received, if
known. A child not received from another unit or worker should be
considered as coming from "home", "court", etc. The total number should
agree with A2.
8a.
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D Enter full name of child and either initials of visitor to whom
child has been transferred or a under DCG supervision ended if the
child is no longer under care. The total number should agree with A4.
E Enter full names of foster parents. Religion is defined in the
instructions on relocations (form 22). Terms are defined on pp. 166
and 167 . Dispositions include approved, disapproved, withdrawn and
filed. An application is withdrawn when an applicant withdraws his
request to care for children. An application is filed when the home
is not to be used at present, but to be reconsidered for use when
changes in the foster home situation or in the availability of
children for placement (e.g., wage girls) make it advisable to
complete the study.
F List all new foster homes on which investigation is still
incomplete.
A supplementary statement of the names of children to whom a home visit has not
been made during a quarter and the reason should be appended to this count
quarterly, on September 30, December 31, March 31, and June 30.
77. MONTHLY COtlin SUMMARY
This form is used by the supervisors in tabulating the monthly statistics from
the monthly counts (form 76 ), from the listing of homes with no children (form
78) and from a listing of homes opened and reopened submitted to them monthly
by the relocation clerk (Mrs. Kalunian).
78. HOMES WITH NO CHILDREN
Each month a relocation clerk (Mrs. Kalunian) submits to the supervisors of
visitors lists in duplicate of homes from which all children have been removed
during the previous month. (This is done by the office secretary in the
district office.) The lists are made up from the geographical index of foster
homes (form 50). The supervisors discuss with their visitors the disposition
on each home, noting on the form the disposition and the reason for closing
any home. Dispositions include: pending—home available for use; filed
—
home not at present available for use but should be reconsidered later for
placement; closed—home either disapproved for further use or withdrawn. One
copy is returned to the relocation clerk (the district office sends one copy
to central office) for tabulation of statistics on the homes and clearance of
the index and one copy is retained by the supervisor as a list of foster home
resources and for statistical purposes (see form 77 ).
79. DIRECTORY OF DCG WORKERS
This is a listing of the social workers in the service of the DCG together with
their addresses and telephone numbers. It is made out by the secretary to the
Assistant Director and revised periodically.
80. IDENTIFICATION CARD
This is a calling card printed with the seal of the Commonwealth and the name
of the worker, used to identify a staff member.
89.
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81.
WORKER'S WEEKLY BULLETIN
This is a calendar on which a worker lists his tentative work plans for the
current week. It is used to locate workers when needed.82.
DAILY REPORT SUMMARY
This is a form issued by the DCG to supervisors for checking receipt of daily
reports (form R) from their workers. It is submitted to the Assistant Director
semi-annually.
83.
PERMISSION FOR TRAVEL OUTSIDE OF THE STATE
This is a memorandum issued by the DCG to workers planning travel outside of
the Commonwealth. It is filled in by the worker making a journey and given
to the Director's secretary who uses it as a guide in writing a letter asking
permission for travel from the Governor.
8^. OUT-CARD
Thi3 form is used in the files of case or foster home records to replace' a
record borrowed until the record is returned. It carries the record number,
the initials of the borrower and the date of borrowing.
85.
REQUEST TO READ RECORD
This form is made out by an accredited person wishing to read a record. It is
submitted to a worker or supervisor for approval by the record room clerk
before the record is given to the reader. The form is attached to the folder
and passed to the worker for recording.
86. PHONE CALL OR VISIT
This is an office memorandum made out by a person receiving a call or a
visit on a case not his or her own and given to the appropriate worker.
87. RECORD MEMORANDUM
This is a form used by one worker to call to the attention of another an
important entry in a record. It is used particularly by visitors who wish
to notify dependent intake workers of information received from foster
parents about the child's family or by the dependent intake workers to notify
visitors of information bearing on the child.
A. NOTICE AND SUMMONS
A notice is sent by a court to the DCG when a child is to appear before the
court on a complaint of neglect, delinquency or waywardness. The dependent
intake clerk clears the notice with the master Index (form 20) for prior
history at the DCG, 1 records information obtained on the notice and presents
it to the appropriate court worker. In courts where hearings on children's
cases are regularly scheduled, the notices are sometimes omitted.
Notices and summons received in a district office are cleared locally;
clearance with the master index (form 20) is done in central office after
children are received, from information on the intake card (form 19).
A summons is sent by the court to the DCG when a child is to appear before the
court and the presence of a DCG representative is required. Since all courts
do not send summons, the DCG acts on a notice as if it were a summons.
B. SOCIAL SERVICE INDEX REGISTRATION
This is a form issued by the Social Service Index and supplied to the DCG. It
is used to register with the Index families known to the DCG and to obtain from
the Index a bibliography of social agencies which have known the families. The
forms are written in duplicate and sent to the Index. If there is no bibliog-
raphy, the duplicate is returned; if information is available, a photostatic
copy of the bibliography is returned. The DCG re-indexes cases by returning
the duplicate or the photostatic copy of the bibliography to the Index for
additional information.
The duplicate or the photostatic copy is filed in the case or foster home
record, to which ever it applies.
In emergencies, an inquiry at the Index may be made by telephone and followed
up with the written registration.
C. BOARD OF PROBATION REGISTRATION (REQUEST FOR INFORMATION)
This is a form issued by the Massachusetts Board of Probation and supplied to
the DCG. It is used to obtain an outline of the court record of an individual
known to the DCG. The form is written and taken to the Board. The record may be
copied on the reverse side of the form. A district office fills out forms and
sends them to central office for further processing.
The form is filed in the case or foster home record, whichever is appropriate.
D. COURT COMMITMENT PAPERS (mittimus)
At one time the DCG made available to the courts commitment papers for all
types of children. Now the courts issue their own forms. The forms differ
for neglected, delinquent and wayward children, for permanent and temporary
commitments, and for appealed cases. A commitment paper is an order to the
DCG to care for the children named on the paper. No child is accepted from
a court without this order.
E. LABORATORY REPORT
This report is issued by the Department of Public Health and sent to the DCG
after examination of a culture referred by the DCG’s examining physician. It
is filed in the case record.
F. MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL AND MASSACHUSETTS EYE & EAR INFIRMARY
AUTHORIZATIONS
These forms are required by these particular hospitals instead of the DCG
letter (form 7).
G. REFERRAL SUMMARY TO STATE SCHOOLS UNDER THE DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
(SCHOOL CLINIC RECORD)
This form is issued by the Department of Mental Health and furnished to the
DCG for referral of children for mental tests. It is filled out by workers and
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submitted to the State School clinic at the time of examination.^
H. AFFIDAVIT AM) CORRECTION OF A RECORD OF BIRTH
This form, issued by the Division of Vital Statistics, Office of the Secretary
of the Commonwealth, is available for use when correction of a birth record is
legally possible by an accredited person, namely, natural parent, doctor at
time of birth, or adoptive parent. It is sent to the town or city in the
Commonwealth in which the original record is on file.
I. DELAYED CERTIFICATE OF BIRTH
This form, issued by the Division of Vital Statistics, Office of the Secretary
of the Commonwealth, is available for use when the birth record of a foundling
or abandoned child is established. The Director as an accredited individual
determines the legal name and birthdate of the child under oath, and sends the
form to the Town or City Clerk where the child was found, together with a
covering letter. 2 (see INTAKE OF FOUNDLINGS AND OTHER ABANDONED CHILDREN,
pp. 180-1)
J. BAPTISMAL CERTIFICATE
The form is furnished on request by the office of the church where the child
was baptized. It provides information for unofficial records of baptism
(form 28). The form is filed in the case record.
3
If this standard referral summary is not used, a summary may be written
according to an outline issued by the DCG, but the standard summary is made
out by the State School examiner in any case on the day of examination.
2 City Clerk
Boston, Massachusetts
Dear Sir:
Acting under the power vested in me by Chapter 6l of the
Acts of 1939, I declare December 21, 19^0 to be the birthdate of the
foundling taken from the doorsteps of 835 Albany Street and Boston to
be his birthplace.
We have given this foundling the name of John Smith.
Yours very truly,
The supervisor of infants uses a form letter in requesting baptism.
M:
K. APPLICATION FOR INSURANCE
,
PENSION, ETC .
These are forms issued by various organizations and used by the DCG when it
wishes to apply for support of children.
L. EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE
This is a form issued by the United States Treasury Department to provide for
tax exemption for workers or others including foster parents traveling on
public business. It is made out by the traveler and submitted to a ticket
agent when transportation is required. Its use is required and taxes
paid are not chargeable to the State.
Exemption certificates should be supplied to foster parents in advance when
travel is anticipated. Their use should be checked.
M. TRAVELING EXPENSE VOUCHER (expense account)
This form is issued by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to the DCG for use of
workers in billing the Commonwealth for expenses incurred in connection with
the care and maintenance of children.
Instructions are on the form. The following additional instructions are
necessary:
Expenses incurred for children should be separated from workers
expenses. They should appear at the bottom of the voucher under
a separate heading "custody" after worker's expenses have been
totalled, or on a separate sheet headed "custody".
Requests for reimbursement on expenses of a dollar or over for
anything except public conveyances and all items under "custody"
should be supported by worker's receipts (form 55).
The forms should be submitted to the supervisors on the 1st and
15th of each month unless the account is less than $5*00, and
should always be submitted prior to a vacation period.
Charges of twenty cents equal to two carefares or commuting costs
between home and office should not be charged, since commuting
costs are borne by workers with certain exceptions.!
Such items as clothing and medicine for a child should not be charged
on the voucher.
N. FORMAL RECEIPT
This is a form numbered serially issued in duplicate by the DCG for acknowledge-
ment by the bookkeepers of money received. The original is given to the person
making the payment, and the duplicate is retained by the bookkeepers.
^
Workers not living in their districts are allowed travel expenses to the
office under individual arrangements.
0. EMPLOYMENT CERTIFICATES
(Form A) Promise of Employment : Before a child aged 14 to 16 may "be given a
permit to work, the prospective employer and the family or school physician
must fill out this form on the anticipated employment and health of the child.
(Form AA) Physician's Certificate of Age : This form, signed By a physician, is
used as proof of age when Better records such as Birth or baptismal certificates
are not obtainable.
(Form B) School Eecord : Before a child aged l4 to 16 may obtain a permit to
work, the principal or teacher in charge at the school attended by the child
must fill out this form on the child's school record.
(Form C) Employment Permit (Discretionary) : This form, signed by the superin-
tendent of schools, gives the child aged l4 to 16 permission to work for the
employer from whom the Promise of Employment has been received. The child must
attend continuation school unless exempted, and return to school if his employ-
ment is terminated.
(Form C2) Special (Employment) Permit : This form, similar to Form C, is given to
minors aged 14 to 16 whose employment is to be in domestic service and on farms.
(Form D) Employment Permit (Non-Fesident
)
: This form is similar to Form C but
is used when a minor aged 14 to 16 is employed in a town other than that of
residence.
(Form E) Employment Permit (Temporary) : This form is similar to Form C but is
used only for children aged 14 to 16 who wi3h to work during vacations or out-
side of school hours.
(Form G) Home Employment Permit ; This permit, signed by the superintendent of
schools, gives the child aged 14 to 16 permission to engage in profitable employ-
ment at home. The child must attend continuation school unless exempted.
(Form H) Cooperative Employment Permit : This permit, signed by the superintendent
of schools, gives the child aged l4 to 16 permission to engage in employment under
a specified employer while attending school during school hours, when there is a
cooperative arrangement between the school and the employer.
(Form M) Record of Physician's Examination : This form is for reporting physical
examinations of employed minors aged 14 to 16.
(Form I) Educational Certificate (Regular) : This form, signed by the superinten-
dent of schools, permits a minor, aged l6 to 21, who has completed the sixth
grade and is not required to attend school to be employed by a particular employer.
(Form J) Educational Certificate (Special): This form, signed by the superinten-
dent of schools, permits an illiterate minor aged 16 to 21, who has not completed
the sixth grade and must attend evening school while in session, to be employed
by a particular employer.
P. APPLICATION AND ADMISSION PAPERS
These forms are supplied to the BCG by the State Hospitals and State Schools
admitting children. They are made out by the workers according to the directions
on the papers, and are sent to the hospitals or schools with children admitted
for care.
Q. PETITION FOR ADOPTION
±7^.
This form is issued by the Probate Courts to the DCG for use when a child is to
be adopted. It is made out by the DCG attorney and signed by the contracting
parties. It is filed in the Probate Court.
P. DAILY REPORT
This form is issued by Department of Public Welfare for reporting activity of
workers when not employed in the office. It is submitted on the 1st and
the 15th of the month to a supervisor for review. It is filed by the supervisor,
(see also form 82).
Reports should include the following Information:
Time of leave home in the morning and arriving home at night. No breakdown
on time except in unusual situations where a considerable block of time is
spent, such as 2\ hours in a single foster home. In such instances the worker
could make a parenthetical note of explanation to account for what would other-
wise seem like limited activity.
Territory covered, giving the names of towns visited and the mileage.
Nature of activity, indicating whether the worker made a foster home visit,
school visit, foster home investigation, clinic visit, visit to parent or
relative, visit to other social agencies, etc. In reporting children super-
vised in foster homes, the worker should give not only the name of the foster
home visited but the case number or name of each child supervised. When a pre-
placement visit is made, this should be specified. In school visits not only
the name of the school but the name of each child for whom a report is secured
should be specified. In reporting foster home investigations the worker should
give the name of the home and the number of references seen.
On the day in the office the worker should give the time of arrival, the time
of leaving and any time in between when the worker is out of the office. In
reporting shopping for children, include the name of the child or children
involved
.
S. MOTOR VEHICLE REPORTS
These forms are issued by the Commonwealth to the DCG for recording expenses in
operating State owned cars. They are filled out by the operators of the cars
and submitted to the office manager.
T. WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE DIVISION OF CHILD GUARDIANSHIP ?
This is a leaflet published in 19^1 by the Massachusetts Child Council inter-
preting the work of the DCG. It is available for distribution.
U. HELPING 27,000 CHILDREN A YEAR
This is a leaflet published in 19^0 by the New England Home for Little Wanderers
on the work of the DCG. It is available for distribution if corrected.
V INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM
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Thia memorandum is used for -written communications between members of • the
Department
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Appendix C
Final Recommendations of the Form Committee
General Recommendations
That:
1* The control of forms, including the making of new
ones, be given to one person;
2. Each form have a title, and include date cf issue,
and quantity to be issued;
3. The word "ward” be changed to "child” on every
form;
4. "Boston" be omitted from the Division of Child
Guardianship address since address is now Boston
and Springfield;
5. The monthly statistics be done on business
machines, the Visitor being obliged to hand in a
list of children in care each month;
6. The intake files need analysis to simplify them
and coordinate them with other files;
7. The word "feebleminded" be changed to "mentally
deficient" throughout;
8. A study of the eighteen indices of the Division be
made in order to reduce the number of indices or
to shorten the clerical time required for making
them.
Recommendati on s on Specific Forms
That
:
1. The Work Sheet of Court Workers (form 1) be filed
alphabetically in one place for those court
histories which are meant to be used as a basis
for the family record;
2. The order of the Family Record be revised;
a. The commitment or admission papers, parental
permits, verifications of family records,
including baptismal certificate, and registra-

tions with the Social Service Index and
Commission on Probation should be separated
from the correspondence, indexed on the inside
cover of the Family Record, and kept in an
envelope attached to the folder.
b. The report of the medical examination (yellow
sheet) should become Page 1 of the Child* s
Histoiy •
c. The Face Sheet be the responsibility of the
workers, - changes, corrections and data being
entered routinely as information is added to
the family or child*s record.
d. Correspondence which is filed in the folder
should be limited to useful items - notes making
appointments should be destroyed when appoint-
ments have been kept - dental estimates should
be destroyed when bill is approved and work
entered on child*s history - letters from
parents requesting permits should not be kept
after the notation has been made on family
sheet.
e. Block recordirg should be set up to bring
coherence to the subject matter.
3. On Form 5, Section 38, parental permits be omitted
from the form since a separate form is used for
the committed children;
4. On Form 7, Parental Permits, the words be changed
to read immunization and "tests’* instead of "serums";
5. Forms 9 and 70, Medical Examination and Re-examina-
tion, be combined into one form. It is suggested
that the standard form used in Connecticut and
New Jersey, be substituted for the Division of
Child Guardianship forms* Thi s f orm is divided
into four parts
:
a. gathering of medical history
b. initial physical diagnosis
c. physician* s diagiosis and recommendations
d. physician*s re-examination
6. On Form 16, Report of Dental Examination, the
words "gold and porcelain fillings" be omitted;
and that the directions be re-written so that

"work amounting to ^10 or less can be done without
approval from the supervisor;”
7. On Form 17, Notice to Physicians, a sentence be
added to ex;lain that bills for services rendered
in two fiscal years should be rendered separately,
and that the dates of the fiscal years be given;
8. On Form 19, Register of Intake, the typewritten
copy be omitted since the original is the true
regi ster
;
9* Form 20
,
the Master File, now inadequate for the
Divisions needs
a. be replaced
b. names of alleged fathers be added
c. it be made inclusive for the whole Division;
10. Form 31, the Supervision Card, be filed alphabeti-
cally in all supervision boxes;
11* On Form 36, Child*s Expense Card, the name be
changed to Child* s Financial Record since expendi-
tures listed on the card include only expenditures
from the Care & Maintenance appropriation;
12. Foim 51, Geographical Index of Foster Homes, in-
clude the foster home index number;
13. On Form 52, Reception Home Register,
a. the size of the register (weekly and monthly)
be changed to accommodate typing
b. since school information is not used on recep-
tion home register, it be omitted from the
white form tut written on the pink form
(adolescent boys);
14. Instructions for Form 54, Extra Care Bill, be
printed on reverse to avoid confusion over "amount
over the basic rate";
15. On reverse side of Form 56, Foster Parents* Expense
Account, the directions regarding haircuts be
clarified;
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16. On Form 58, Direct Buying Statement,
a. the name of the form be changed to "Requisition' 1
b. the question of omitting the form be considered
since it could be combined with the purchase
order
;
17. On Form 60, Wage Account,
a. the name of the form be changed to "Foster
Par ent s * Wag e Rep ort
"
b. the directions for the f oster parent s T report
be printed on the reverse;
18. Form 61, Directions on 'Wage Report, be omitted
since the directions may be printed on the reverse
of the Foster Parents 1 Wage Report;
19. On Form 69, Non-medical Institutions Supervision
Card, correction be made to read "semi-annual
review: January - July - January"; (It now reads
semi-annual review: Januaiy - January.)
20 . On Form 73, Letter Re Surrender of Children for
Adoption, the wording be changed to "acting under
the authority vested in me under Chapter 300 of
the Acts and Resolves of 1945";
21. On Form 74, Acknowledgement of the Petition for
Adoption, a change be made to omit the words "voted
to", (obsolete since 1920) and rewriting the second
paragraph;
22. On Form 75, Letter to Foster Parents to Surrender
Children, the form be discontinued since its use
does not justify its existence;
23. On Form D, Commitment Papers, commitment papers be
uniform for all courts;
24. On Form R, Daily Report, the name be changed to
"Social Work Report" or "Bi-monthly Report" since
reports are not submitted daily, but bi-monthly.
Dean
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